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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The Internet has witnessed three milestones that helped it reach out to the general
public. Starting in the 1990s, the World-Wide Web turned information into visually
appealing but structured documents that can reference each other regardless of the
underlying network topology. The linking paradigm allows anyone to browse the
global information space by just following pointers, where, from a user’s point of
view, the most significant indication of different providers is visual style.
Enter Web 2.0, turning previously static documents into user-friendly interactive
applications that allow many more people to publish documents and contribute
to information; not just those with sufficient technical skills. Lowering this entry
barrier is essential for the paradigm shift from a distinction between publishers and
viewers towards services that focus on user-generated content.
Gradually evolving the user-centered concept of Web 2.0, user relationships have
become the driving force of Social Content. Replacing constant information sources
by personal connections adds a highly personal flavour to the global Internet, just
like interactions in our everyday lives. It also led to recognition of the high eco-
nomical value social sharing yields: people are much more likely to buy products
recommended by friends they know, and probably trust, than through conventional
advertising.
With over 600 million active users1, Facebook is the number one Internet ap-
plication nowadays. Many popular Web sites have been extended by Facebook
widgets that allow users to recommend (“like”) information to their social circle. In
advertising, companies resort from Internet domain names to service-specific identi-
fiers. The citizens who organized protests for the Egyptian revolution of 2011 have
been dubbed Facebook Generation due their widespread usage of the social network
service.
Democratic societies have come a long way to value pluralistic facilities. Therefore
we must ask: is it right that one or a few companies dominate the communication
of the general public? Is it not dangerous that these monopolies concentrate power
over the fabric of our society?
There are even downsides from a technical perspective: in the 1960s the Internet
was built deliberately decentralized to withstand partial destruction. In 2011, Egypt
had been disconnected from the rest of the global Internet to impede further use
of popular social networking services, effectively driving more activists onto the
streets. A national network could have continued to function in the absence of
foreign services, but by relying on these central institutions, it was rendered useless.
Internet services need to become decentralized again, just like the World-Wide
1As of January 2011, Facebook reaches out to almost one tenth of the entire human population.
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Web prevailed over the walled gardens of AOL and Compuserve. Users must be
able choose their service providers freely. If in doubt, educated users should be able
to run their own infrastructure to not depend on foreign institutions.
1.2 buddycloud
buddycloud is an existing social network service. Its content model revolves around
a few main sets of functionality:
• Users have associated channels where they post status updates, making it
some kind of an online diary. Friends who are interested may comment on
these posts. This aspect provides interaction with a much more conversational
nature over a single-publisher model.
• Focussing on mobile usage, users also publish their geographical location to
their friends for awareness.
• Similar to channels, a mood status update can be published. In contrast to
the channel model, mood content does not allow comments by others. It is
status publication deliberately designed without a feedback model.
In its four years of existence, buddycloud has primarily used XMPP technologies
from the beginning; a practise that stands in stark contrast to many other develop-
ments that base on the World-Wide Web as the most popular Internet application.
During this time of original development a few experiments have been conducted
to determine the applicability of an Instant Messaging system for purposes of a
social network service. From custom proprietary interfaces over reuse of multi-user
chats, it turned out that the existing Publish-Subscribe extension provided a best
match for these requirements.
Primary Goal
Now that social applications on the Internet converge from separate services towards
the monopoly Facebook, buddycloud needs to innovate in order to further attract
new users. The young domain of social networks is anticipated to develop in similar
way as the World-Wide Web and e-mail did; into a decentralized future with users
freely choosing their providers, and connections between those.
Despite that buddycloud acts as an operator too, it is not an objective that a
large userbase is forced to use one company’s own infrastructure to communicate
amongst each other. Anyone shall be able to use an existing XMPP account to start
with buddycloud. For an alternative business model, in-depth knowledge of the
buddycloud protocol and its implementations can be monetized through consulting
jobs for prospective commercial operators.
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Secondary Goals
Apart from a design that allows federation of arbitrary providers, the presented work
has several minor goals:
• Define not only a programming interface, but a full federated servers and
client/server protocol stack that allows future improvement over the proposed
buddycloud model.
• Reuse as many standardized technologies as possible. Not only does this ob-
jective promise versatility for future requirements, we can learn from existing
work and profit from decisions other developers have already made.
• Similar to the Web, content should reside at the corresponding provider, with
caching happening only on the client side. Compared to intermediate caching
on local servers, this no inboxes concept promises for less data storage and
synchronization work.
• Services shall respect a user’s privacy. Content can be publicly accessible, but
the ability to restrict access must be supported as well.
Approach
“Dwarfs standing on the
shoulders of giants”
(Bernard of Chartres)
Contrary to many popular Internet services that are built on the World-Wide Web
and its surrounding ecosystem, buddycloud employed the Instant Messaging system
XMPP from the beginning on. Its richer functionalities are reused to support the
requirements of social network services while keeping additional specification efforts
low.
Outline
First, aspects of social network services deemed supportive of the problem to solve
are elaborated. To further inspect the main goal of federated services, topology
models are the key aspect of the taxonomy part.
Maintaining established software development methodology, a requirements anal-
ysis will be followed by an outline of the conceived system. A comparison with other
contemporary federated social network systems concluded this design.
Next, common implementation patterns serve as guidance to practical adopters
of the system. The thesis is concluded by an evaluation of the used technologies and
a description of open problems for future development.
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2 Aspects of Social Networks
Striving for long lasting customer relationships, social networks provide a multitude
of functionality for their users. Essential needs of visitors who an operator would
like to return on a regular basis need to be identified.
Boyd & Ellison [2008] define social network sites as web-based services that allow
users to:
1. Construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system
2. Articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection
3. View and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within
the system
User connections are intrinsic to the field, hence the name social network. This
property can be added to any service that provides a personalized experience based
on user accounts. Next, patterns in user profiles are investigated to define the
purpose of a social network service.
2.1 User Profiles
For recurring visits to the same provider there has to be new information. Many
contemporary social network sites choose static user profiles only as formal meta
data. Their main content, hence the reason for returning visitors, is a sequel to the
Weblogging paradigm: a time-continuous stream of content, divided into a quantity
of “posts”.
Due to a broader domain over conventional Weblogs this approach has been
called Activity Streams [Snell et al. , 2011]. In terms of content, users do no
longer only publish Weblog-style diary entries, but broadcast their whereabouts
(Foursquare, Latitude), media (Flickr, YouTube), bookmarks (Delicious,
StumbleUpon), purchases (Blippy), and any other activity that is potentially
interesting to their social environment.
Communication in social network sites can be classified as:
• Persistent, with historical content that can be browsed after publication
• One-to-many, by a publisher reaching out to many viewers
• Many-to-many, by groups engaging into discussion
5
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2.2 Social Connections
The term Social Network emphasizes the social factor behind these services. Peo-
ple sign up to stay connected with other users, often representing friends, family
members, or coworkers; a projection of real social circles outside the Internet. By
interpreting users as vertices, and their connections as edges, this model is often
called the Social Graph.
Different social network services employ two distinct modes of social connectiv-
ity: mutual friendship (figure 2.1) and unilateral subscription (figure 2.2). Mutual
connections are initiated by one party and approved or denied by the other. The
mutual model is suited for service that attempt to reflect real-world friendships for
users who want to stay in contact.
User 1 User 2
User 3 User 4
Figure 2.1: Mutual-only subscriptions
The subscription (or follower) model lets users connect in a one-way fashion. It is
well suited for information-heavy services; popular members can maintain relevant
connections for their own use while many more followers consume their content.
User 1 User 2
User 3 User 4
Figure 2.2: Unilateral subscriptions
The second model is a superset of the first: mutual one-way connections between
two users result in a mutual friendship. This option is illustrated by the relationship
of users 2 and 4 in figure 2.2.
For the purpose of buddycloud, we identify two benefits of the social connectivity
graph:
Showcasing relationships: Viewing and traversing the social graph by users, brows-
ing to find known as well as new friends or interesting sources of information.
Content subscriptions: Combining user profiles with social connections for aggre-
gation of relevant content on a per-user base, and identifying recipients of
published information.
2.3 Topology Models
The most important aspect of our design is the kind of topology. Not regarding
detailed data flow between components of the system, the here-discussed models
6
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should be understood by any user to recognize the novelty of federation in the
domain of social network services.
A system can be modelled with a centralized, decentralized, or federated topology.
The distinction can not only be applied to the domain of social network services but
information systems on the Internet in general, as shown in table 2.1.
Category Centralized Decentralized Federated
Hypertext Systems MSN Classic Freenet World-Wide Web
Electronic Mail CompuServe Info-
plex
e-mail
Instant Messaging ICQ, Yahoo!, MSN,
QQ
winpopup XMPP
File Sharing Napster, Rapid-
share, Dropbox
Gnutella
Social Networks Facebook, Twitter OStatus, OneSo-
cialWeb, buddy-
cloud
Table 2.1: Topologies of example legacy and contemporary Internet systems
Because systems have different histories, requirements and purposes, we must
not only take into account whether inter-server communication takes places, but
also if the protocols and software are locked in to a single vendor or respect the
heterogeneous nature of the Internet.
For example, the World-Wide Web involves only a client/server model at the
protocol level. As a critical design choice, the transported HTML documents of-
ten contain links to images, scripts and even other documents on arbitrary HTTP
servers. Underlying topology of servers and operators becomes transparent when
browsing the web.
2.3.1 Centralized Topology
In a centralized topology all users use a single service provider. This is the most
simple approach from both technical and managemental point of view.
example.com
User 1 User 2 User 3
Figure 2.3: Centralized topology, arrows indicate connection target
Not only regarding implementation complexity, there are several key reasons why
this approach has been chosen by so many platforms:
User Identity is free-form and is not necessarily required to convey addressing in-
formation, as routing to external entities is not essential. Additionally, today’s
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users have accepted that many personalized services need a sign-up process
for every individual platform. Conversely, spreading identities of federated
systems such as e-mail is met with fear due to the prevalence of unsolicited
bulk advertising.
Development Time is expected to be shorter for a centralized topology. There are
no equal third parties to coordinate communication protocols with; all non-
user facing communication can happen within the operator’s infrastructure.
In a service’s further lifetime, changes can be made without considering third
parties.
Monetization is more certain after a substantial user base has been accumulated.
Users cannot just migrate away to another provider because centralized sys-
tems were not designed to work with equally functioning competitors. In
centralized social networks migrating to another provider effectively means
losing friends.
Control is entirely in the hands of the operator. Spam can be treated efficiently, and
accounts of misbehaving users can be shut down quickly and on an individual
basis.
Data Mining can be done exhaustively and internally. Literally facing the whole
world is one of the strongest arguments for Facebook, and following specific
topics with the search functionality of Twitter is unmatched. Diametral to
privacy concerns, only the operator will notice what data is being seen by data
mining applications.
Central Storage allows for avoiding any data partitioning in the operator’s data-
base systems. Caching is not necessary for partition tolerance but used for
horizontal scalability.
As outlined in the introduction, these advantages for operators impose dispropor-
tional drawbacks for conscious Internet users.
2.3.2 Decentralized Topology
Fully decentralized topologies work with a peer-to-peer scheme instead of a client-
server model. All nodes are to be treated equally and the presence of a central
authority is to be avoided.
For users this topology yields the most authority over their own and shared data.
With direct reachability, high end to end efficiency can be achieved as there are no
intermediate nodes that relay traffic.
Consisting of interconnected subnetworks, the Internet has been designed as a
decentralized system with end-to-end connectivity as its main feature. IP as an ad-
dressing overlay hides network border routers from users, and treats all hosts equally.
In practise, the applicability of truly decentralized Social Networks is defeated by
many different factors.
Reachability is critical for timely consistence when dealing with interlinked data
located at different, individual nodes. Consistence of data will suffer from
large delays due to Personal Computers not running all the time and mobile
devices roaming between cell towers.
8
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Node 1 Node 2
Node 3
Node 6 Node 5 Node 4
Figure 2.4: Decentralized topology
Limited addresses in the IPv4 address pool and commonplace Network Address
Translation routers strip the Internet from its end-to-end communication fea-
ture. Complex additional software is required to implement an additional
transport layer. To reliably overcome the practical limitations of the underly-
ing Internet Protocol, this technology has to be available for many platforms
and should be tested thoroughly.
Maintenance for broad installations of peer-to-peer software is often sloppy, caus-
ing a share of nodes to run outdated software versions, potentially missing
security patches. Systems designed extensively decentral should not require
any additional administrative duty by users.
Node identity in decentralized systems requires strong cryptography to prevent
forgery. Short well-known identifiers can only get issued by trusted central
authorities, analogous to what domain registries are for DNS. Unfortunately,
many users cannot be expected to deal with public key material for authenti-
cation.
Exposure of user devices that run network server software with potential security
issues to an open communication network
Hosting social content on always-on, low-cost, low-power commodity hardware at
residences is a desirable vision, but no full peer-to-peer technology anymore, because
these devices still host services that users connect to in a client-server fashion.
2.3.3 Federated Topology
While decentralization is the main goal of this work, the previously discussed dis-
advantages of fully decentralized topologies gave reason to a hybrid model: the
federated topology.
Federation (Latin: foedus, foederis, “covenant”) in distributed computing systems
has been approached with a most generic definition by Cuenca-Acuna & Nguyen
[2004]:
Computing systems are comprised of multiple components distributed
across multiple collaborative organizations.
The controlled “contract” nature of these systems are a hallmark when compared
to arbitrary connectivity of fully decentralized peer-to-peer topologies.
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In this work, federated topologies are classified as consisting of two tiers. User-
facing services can be used in a common client-server fashion. Additionally, federated
servers establish a peer-to-peer network. They do not necessarily need to establish
connections in a technical manner, such as e-mail servers exchanging messages for
their users. Instead, users are faced with a network of services they can freely choose
from, like arbitrary linking in the World-Wide Web. The possibility of having equally
ranked service providers differentiates a federated from a centralized topology.
example.com buddycloud.com
example.org
User1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6
Figure 2.5: Federated topology, arrows indicate interaction direction
The problems discussed for the previous topologies exist for this topology too,
and require special examination as well.
Identity may contain two addresses: one for addressing the service provider, and
one to distinguish between multiple users of the former. In Internet e-mail
systems, user identities usually take a form of user@domain.
To people who are used to address identities on a single social network service,
naming the service explicitly may constitute an additional burden. Social
graph data may be used by user interfaces to assist completing referenced
entities to full network identifiers.
Maintenance is expected to be carried out more thoroughly than in a completely
decentralized network, but more sloppy than with a centralized service provider
due to the heterogeneous nature of multiple operators.
Reachability & Network Performance is usually much better in server environ-
ments than on potentially mobile end-user devices. Still, a heterogeneous en-
vironment cannot warrant for possible service level agreements of a centralized
commercial operator.
Monetization through advertising can be controversial, because users can just mi-
grate to an ad-free provider. For buddycloud, we target managed hosting
for organizations without adminstrative resources, and consulting services for
custom extensions of the social network interface. This business model works
seemingly well for the developers of the StatusNet federated social network
software.
Control is restricted to data flowing through the operated service. Information
exchanged between two remote installations do not pertain operations of a
third service. Unwanted content should be filtered by the hosting operators.
Filtering at the transport layer or even in clients will neither save network
traffic nor keep client implementations small.
10
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Decentral Storage introduces the requirement of communicating with multiple re-
mote systems, therefore raising traffic volume, data model multiplicities, and
complexity from constant to linear, according to the number of systems to
communicate with.
Data Mining is being conducted either locally or globally. Restricting analysis
to the operated service works similar to centralized topologies, but does not
satisfy the desire of global information flow. Global data mining involves bulk
data transfer from remote sites — akin to what search engines perform on
the World-Wide Web. By employing the same mechanisms users browse with,
services can guarantee equal access control.
11
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2.4 Privacy Considerations
Privacy issues are the reason for most criticism about social networking. While
being part of globally interconnected media has advantages, history has shown that
a portion of users are confronted with social problems such as stalking, and political
persecution such as relinquishing private data to foreign jurisdictions.
We identify two problems that relate to each other but can be discussed separately
from a technical perspective.
2.4.1 Access Control
Private data being publicly available has been the main target of criticism in the
media. By revealing personal information publicly, Gross & Acquisti [2005] fear a
large share of social network users to be prone to stalking, identity theft, demo-
graphics and face re-identification. Everyday users are going to carelessly populate
social network services with any information they deem even slightly relevant to
their social circle.
Profile and social graph data can be public to anyone, but concerned users choose
them to be available to their friends only, to a subset of those, or upon explicitly
confirmed request. For the scope of this work, these modes of operation are user-
controlled access models.
Special precautions have to be taken when data leaves the boundaries of a user
profile: connections to another user may not only occur for the profile owner herself,
but can be observed from the other user who is the target of that connection.
Nevertheless, public access is going to be the default setting for new users be-
cause open content leverages the main goal of social network services: to discover
interesting content by means of user profiles.
2.4.2 Data Ownership
“If you are not paying for it,
you’re not the customer;
you’re the product being sold.”
(“blue beetle”)
Concluding access control, hosted content in a federated topology is always subject
to trust in the operator. A scenario with open federation allows users to pick any
provider they trust. Given technical expertise, individuals can ascend from users
of a third-party platform to operators of their own service. This concept allows
for user-conducted privacy audits; something that is impossible with closed “data
silos”.
Data ownership is an orthogonal property to access control. While some feel
that profiles with a restricted access model is not properly protected by commercial
operators, others still want to publish freely while being prosecuted. In one contem-
porary example the social network service Twitter got subpoenaed for personal
details of Wikileaks affiliators [BBC, 2011]. Not relying on an external provider
will allow content to be served as long as plain network connectivity is available.
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2.5 Data Portability
Data ownership tangents the issue of data portability: users want their content to
be usable with third-party services. Activity streams from multiple sources can
be aggregated to give overview of a user’s activity. This could be as simple as an
audioscrobbling service such as Last.fm to post favourite music to microblogging
services, or as sophisticated as upstream messaging of a user when he/she is identified
on another user’s photo gallery. Another use case is creating backups of user data
or migrating content to another provider in case of terms of services being changed
or simply when one hoster goes out of service.
Interconnected services communicating with standardized protocols are a crucial
requirement for federated systems. Data in formats that are not understood by an
implementation can not be represented to users in a meaningful way.
Anecdotally, this poses a problem for centralized systems. For example, users
of the federated platform StatusNet can configure their account to replicate mi-
croblogging updates to the monopoly Twitter. Unfortunately, the latter central-
ized service misses any context from the data’s origin, such as referenced users.
The DataPortability Project1 aims to resolve these issues at a broad scope by
defining policies to be adopted by service providers.
The scope of this work is restricted to employment of well-known and already-
deployed data formats and network protocols.
A later change of protocols and interfaces can cause effects similar to backstepping
from implementation to design phases of the development model. Already working
code will break and needs to be adjusted to match the new conventions. To avoid
such situations, implementations should not map their data model to a vendor-
specific application programming interface, but reuse existing standardized protocols
as much as possible. Although protocols come with broader applicability to various
domains, there are often already existing implementations and paradigms that can
be reused or interoperated with.
1http://dataportability.org/
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3 Requirements
3.1 Functional Requirements
To assemble requirements for design of the social network system, the duties of
communicating parties in a client-server environment will be examined with focus
on data transport formats. Despite being a major goal of this work, federated
topologies are already fundamental for many existing Internet technologies, and will
therefore be discussed briefly.
3.1.1 Transport Layer
Scope
Some of the federated social networking initiatives, namely OStatus, restrict them-
selves to define only interaction of services and platforms among each other. Striving
for a complete solution with an interface for client implementations too, the buddy-
cloud protocol serves communication requirements of all participating entities.
Communication can be found in two aspects, and be characterized as following:
Client to Server traffic follows the classic client/server model. From a technical
point of view, it simplifies communication to one connection between the user
and the server provider.
Server to Server communication pertains the federated connections, caring for the
ability of users to reach other participants served by 3rd-party operators.
Identity
The transport layer must identify participating entities for several reasons. The
identifiers should be preserved throughout the network for consistency reasons.
To satisfy the requirement of sending near real-time update notifications to sub-
scribers, they must be addressable. Moreover, to avoid excess reconfiguration in a
distributed environment, addresses should not be subject to alternating constraints,
such as individual stream connections or temporary user sessions.
Stable identities are also useful for content privacy with non-open access models.
A user explicitly authorizing another user to interact with his/her confidential data is
a scenario that can be solved with addressability. We do not expect average users to
deal with public key cryptography to authenticate and authorize other participants.
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Federation
Building a network system that federates affords for awareness by the transport
protocol. We recognize the Domain Name System (DNS) as primary means of
addressing remote systems and service providers on the Internet.
Usage of alternative overlay technologies, such as Freenet or Tor Hidden
Services, overcome the shortcomings of IP address shortage or a central DNS
root by introducing a virtual topology on top of these existing layers. They are
unfortunately not widespread enough to be suitable for everyday users and amateur
service operators.
Real-time Web
As technology becomes increasingly present in our everyday lives, we spend more
time interacting with social networking services. This previously unprecedented
reachability allows for shorter interaction latency between users, therefore making
content more conversational.
From a technological aspect, new data must be transmitted through the network
in near real-time. Because the World-Wide Web is the most widespread platform
that is usable on any device with a Web browser, the term Real-time Web has been
coined in the advent of Web sites that are neither static pages nor request data only
upon user interaction, but care for asynchronous notifications by repeated server
polling.
Continuous and temporally long requests to the server are called the Comet model.
Without user interaction scripts in browsers always keep one polling request alive.
The server will reply if either a notification message is to be sent to the client, or
if a timeout occurs that is slightly shorter than the underlying HTTP transport’s
connection timeout.
With deployment of WebSockets being delayed at this time, long-polling re-
quests pose the only viable option for passing near real-time messages to JavaScript
applications running in browsers.
Multi-client Ability
With the advent of mobile computing, users are not restricted to desktop computers
at home or in offices anymore. Instead, they started carrying around laptop & tablet
computers, and access the Internet via mobile phones while being on the move. For
a seamless experience, people use the same identity and desire similar services on
all their equipment.
Design and implementation need to respect that individual users not only use
multiple client instances, but that these are signed on to the service simultaneously.
Concurrent operations initiated by the implementations must never allow an incon-
sistent state, and services must fan out notifications to all connected clients of a
user.
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3.1.2 Content Model
User profiles in buddycloud revolve around a set of content types associated to a
user, who may choose to use them partially or in full:
Channel posts provide functionality for online discussions: users post so-called top-
ics, and other users may comment on them, resulting in discussion threads.
Mood status messages allow users to broadcast information about their mental
well-being. This content is especially important for social networks that reflect
tightly-knit social relationships, but less useful for topic or business oriented
networking services.
Next Geolocation indicates that a user intends to go somewhere, giving other users
the opportunity to meet up at a physical place.
Current Geolocation reflects geospatial information about a user’s current where-
abouts, likewise enabling physical interaction.
Previous Geolocation is set to contain a historic datum when a user’s current ge-
olocation is updated.
As outlined by the entity relationships in figure 3.1, posts are aggregated in
“nodes” that are associated to a user. While users’ content is generally called bud-
dycloud channels, the explicit channel node along the other types of content may
cause confusion. Separating the content types in the data model has benefits as
it allows individual handling of different types of content. For instance, the most
recent updates of each node can be requested directly without filtering out other
content, and access control settings of a user’s Geolocation can be set to a more
privacy-preserving model while retaining openness of a discussion channel.
User account
Identifier
Node
Title
Description
Access control settings
Subscriptions
Affiliations
Post
Content
Author information
Publication timestamp
Geolocation
Activity semantics
1 0..* 1 0..*
Figure 3.1: A user can have multiple content nodes associated, which in turn contain
additional metadata and aggregate posts.
Choice of content data formats should satisfy the data portability aspect, hence
the usage of established and widespread standards is desired.
Metadata
Additionally to aggregating content posts, nodes also have a defined set of auxiliary
data associated to them. This metadata consists of descriptive cosmetic data, such
as a node’s title, description, and geolocation, but also covers essential configuration
like the access model, subscriptions and affiliations. All, and especially the latter
configuration data, should optionally be accessible by authorized entites to satisfy
the social network service definition, that is to provide traversable social graphs.
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When designing a system that maintains consistency, the data types must receive
special attention. Some data, such as description or access model, is only of scalar
nature. Under concurrent administration operations, it suffices to accept the last
written configuration. Subscriptions and affiliations on the other hand are sets that
should allow individual addition and removal of members for a stronger consistency
requirement.
Normalization
With content being composed and sent off by client implementations, there exists a
huge potential for counterfeiting data. It is the responsibility of the content hosting
operator to implement constraints on metadata.
When designing content normalization, we are moving towards the fields of iden-
tifying Spam, copyright infringements, or even excess profanity. This is out of scope
for this work. Instead, a set of constraints must be defined to keep users from forging
system-relevant content, such as identity or timestamp representations.
3.1.3 Content Distribution as a Publish-Subscribe System
Using the user connections, the social network systems should distribute profile con-
tents to all interested subscribers. For that functionality the social graph is used for
content subscriptions and only coincidentally represents actual social relationships.
By shifting the concerns of this functionality away from end-user implementations
towards the system, the Publish-Subscribe design pattern can be recognized.
Eugster et al. [2003] give the following definition:
The publish/subscribe interaction paradigm provides subscribers with
the ability to express their interest in an event or a pattern of events, in
order to be notified afterwards of any event fired by a publisher, matching
their registered interest. In other terms, producers publish information
on a software bus (an event manager) and consumers subscribe to the
information they want to receive from that bus.
They further distinguish the variations of this pattern in two ways: decoupling
aspects and subject of subscriptions. We will elaborate these traits under the re-
quirements of social network services.
Space decoupling allows for following content without explicit knowledge of the
publishers. A participating entity does not need to be fully aware of all pub-
lishers or subscribers to perform its role. buddycloud channels with multiple
authors use this aspect.
Time decoupling can provide content long after the initial publication. Being able
to retrieve historical data is required to synchronize after signing on, and also
indicates the long-term content of nodes. It helps new subscribers deciding if
a channel is interesting or not.
Flow decoupling allows publishing in a fire-and-forget manner. The system is in
charge of notifying all subscribers whenever they are ready to receive notifica-
tions. This property makes clients easier to implement while allowing for essen-
tial scalability, as outlined in the federated topology features in section 2.3.3.
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Topic-based subscription is about subscribing to a certain topic. In the social
networking environment, these topics are other users someone subscribes to.
Type-based subscription delivers content to subscribers depending on its type. By
placing different content types (channel posts, mood updates, various geoloca-
tion types) into separate nodes, buddycloud approaches the type-based model
with subscriptions to topics.
Content-based subscription matches subscribers based on search patterns. Filter-
ing all content in a decentralized or federated network system is impossible
due to the distributed design and privacy reasons. Implementation of a search
engine that subscribes to all content with an open access model is a desired
future project.
Having established resemblance to this well-defined paradigm, the user profile
distribution aspect of the service follows the existing publish-subscribe model.
3.1.4 Access Control & Roles
To protect his/her profile data a user should be able to restrict access based on
user identities. Several models are demanded that can be individually used to allow
other people to browse a user’s content:
Open access is appropriate for content intended for everyone. The model is ideal
for global publication on the Internet.
Whitelist model selects allowed recipients on the basis of an owner-controlled list,
which is appropriate for a fixed circle of affiliators, such as families.
Authorized access model implies explicit confirmation by the node owner. Con-
firmed requests will provide a user with the most feedback on who is consuming
the own content.
Based on social connections reuses the user connectivity data to permit access to
friends only. Because this model can be interpreted as a non-fixed list, it bears
resemblance to the whitelisted approach. As it converges the social graphs to
manage, this is the most practical way for a user.
These four access control models apply to anyone who wants to interact with a
buddycloud channel. Once access has been granted, the type of affiliation an entity
has with such a content node is to be distinguished into different roles, each of them
superseding the previous one:
Banned users are denied any operations, even under an open access model.
Follower may browse data and subscribe to update notifications.
Follower & Post may additionally publish new posts or comments. It is sensible
to allow editing and retracting posts that have been authored by the user
him/herself.
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Moderator has full write access to the content and also manages approval/denial
under the whitelist access model. In buddycloud it has been recognized
that users are keen to share maintenance duties with their trusted friends,
even though the platform has not yet suffered from spam on a high scale.
Producer is the root role, most often borne by only the channel owner: it allows for
full content access as well as modifying metadata, including the access control
settings and roles of individual members. As content is always addressed by
user identities, and therefore shares a strong relationship with one produc-
ing user, services should not allow abandoning channels, ie. waiving of the
producer role by owners.
For buddycloud channels the default role of a user is an important question: while
owner-produced mood and geolocation updates certainly do not require additional
publishers, the intended conversational behaviour of channels afford for some users
to be able to comment on posts. Producers should be able to determine if other users
by default are either followers or may additionally post, once they have subscribed
to the content, therefore already have a link in the social connectivity graph. Not
requiring subscription is feared to have a too low entry barrier, consequently an
open invitation to unsolicited bulk advertising (spam).
With these models access control is not only important for maintaining privacy
of activity streams, but also helps keeping it free from undesired content in a multi-
publisher environment.
3.1.5 Operations
To formalize the requirements of the protocol between entities in the system, ways
of interaction with content-hosting services are categorized according to the user
roles who may perform then, as illustrated in figure 3.2.
Operations are Remote Procedure Calls, guaranteeing eventual termination (suc-
cessful if permitted by network connectivity, or erroneous).
Whenever a content node is subject to an operation, privacy settings and affiliation
roles have to be respected. Never must it be possible for any user to access metadata
or content without authorization as discussed in section 3.1.4.
A corner case is to be found when users sign up with the service and create
nodes in the first place; missing already-existing access control settings. Service-
side implementations must ensure that these requests adhere to the conventions of
the system design.
A system for highly confidential content should be designed in ways that not only
contained data is inaccessible to unauthorized entities, but wholly conceals their
bare existence. The current use cases presented here do not require such behaviour,
therefore we can distinguish between “not found” and “not authorized” for the user.
Subscribing
A user must be able to modify his/her subscription to another user, ie. subscribe
and unsubscribe. Change to this data will affect delivery of update notifications.
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Content
Node
User
Banned Follower Follower & Post Moderator Producer
Service
Browsing
Publishing
Moderating
Administrating
provides
provides
provides
provides
retrieve
modify
modify
modify
use
use
use
use
Figure 3.2: Operations use cases by user roles
For future flexibility, it is also desirable to define subscription options, for instance
comprised of:
• Whether to send only notifications that a new post got published, or to include
full contents.
• If the publish-subscribe service should respect the connectivity status of clients,
or blindly send notifications.
• A non-interactive client implementation might be interested in regular digest-
only updates instead of live notifications.
For an end-user social network interface reasonable defaults can be assumed: full,
live updates that avoid extraneous fetching of content, but only if a client has ac-
tually signed on. Depending on client implementations, these content updates are
not as intrusive as real-time one-to-one Instant Messaging conversations that require
immediate attention. Instead, content should just be visible as soon as possible.
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Browsing
When users have discovered new friends or interesting sources of information, there
must be a way to retrieve profile metadata and contents.
With the data model that allows for multiple named nodes of content data, the
different types of content must be discovered first. A client implementation may then
represent different content in different ways (eg. geolocation on a map, channel
discussions akin to Web forums). Because of individual access model settings, it
could indicate that only some content is available to the user.
Once the requesting entity has become aware of the available nodes, it can proceed
to request the content. For previously unknown and uncached data, implementations
need the most recent data for display first.
To limit traffic volume, preserve transport layer usability, and conserve client-side
storage space, returned result must be quantitatively restricted. For further requests,
ie. the user scrolls down the content representation, the client implementation will
request earlier historical data. In Web frameworks, solutions of this problem are
called pagination: splitting datasets into chunks suitable for display in multiple
pages.
Publishing
To populate the system with content, users must be able to publish. The client
implementation should not be required to retrieve much state in order to perform
this operation. Persistent data is always stored at the provider, which is expected
to have better connectivity, making it an adequate fit for this task.
The service implementation must also adhere to the normalization requirements
defined in section 3.1.2.
The service has to store a published post in a persistent fashion, so that it can
be later retrieved long after update notifications have been sent out. The under-
lying database stores content for retrieval and manipulation in the context of the
containing node or by individual posts.
To satisfy the real-time Web requirements, it must notify all subscribers imme-
diately or reasonably soon after a publication. For notifying only subscribers that
are online, but reaching all their connected clients, an implementation is required
to track client availability status.
Moderating
Under the aspect that channel nodes are open for any subscriber to publish on,
it becomes necessary to not only remove own, accidentally published content, but
also retract undesired content by others. Without these means of moderation a
malevolent user could easily ruin another user’s content permanently.
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Administrating
Not related to the actual content, owners should be able to manage their nodes
individually:
• Create nodes
• Configure node metadata, such as title or access control settings
• Manage, approve or deny new subscribers
• Appoint users to affiliation roles
• Delete content and node1
3.1.6 Interaction with Mobile Users
With an important focus on dynamic geolocation, buddycloud foremostly targets
mobile smartphone users. Due to the listed reasons, cell networks require additional
compare for system design:
Unstable connectivity when roaming, causing connection drops and temporary un-
availability;
Low throughput, nowadays much alleviated by the availability of 3G networks in
urban areas; and
High latency, accompanied by high round-trip times when communicating with
other Internet hosts
The effect of connection dropouts can be circumvented by designing the sessions
of the transport layer to not only depend on the operating system’s network stack
behaviour, but instead architect them to be resumable up to a reasonably later point
in time. Despite the sliding window algorithm to be found in TCP, the network
stream abstraction used by many protocols, information about acknowledged data
is not provided through socket APIs by the operating system. Because one side of
communication cannot know what has been reliably transferred, operations must be
acknowledged for automatic retry and error indication to the user.
A canonical approach to save throughput is transparent compression by the trans-
port layer. Computational overhead is negligible with today’s fast embedded systems
while saving power by reducing radio transmissions.
Higher-level protocol interactions however should be designed in a way that avoids
transferring duplicate data. A client implementation shall request and receive only
data it previously did not have, or had in an outdated version.
High round-trip times dictate usage of sliding-window batch communication: im-
plementations should be able to send many requests while responses are being re-
ceived at a much later point in time. A design must avoid protocol semantics where
implementations depend on data yet to be received in order to send a next request.
1For privacy reasons, deletion of account data is an often requested feature for services that deal
with user data.
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Designing user-facing systems to exhibit low-latency interaction is beneficial to
ordinary broadband users too. As shown by Brutlag [2009], increasing latency by
mere fractions of a second can already disturb user experience.
3.2 Non-functional Requirements
This work highlights a generic system design over a distinct implementation. How-
ever, practical patterns for implementations underline the applicability of our ap-
proach. A reference implementation for an open system requires a few additional
aspects that are not measured in terms of functionality.
3.2.1 Scalability
The system should maintain a working state even if usage becomes popular on
unanticipated scale. In a federated topology of otherwise unrelated providers, partial
unavailability of single installations has no impact on others. Nevertheless, one
operator should be able to serve more users by proportionally adding infrastructure
resources.
Michael et al. [2007] categorize scalability twofold:
Scale-up (or vertical scalability) by enlarging resources of the existing system; and
Scale-out (or horizontal scalability) by adding infrastructure parallel to existing
resources.
Horizontal scalability is preferred, simply because singular computer infrastruc-
ture cannot be built with infinite resources. Cloud Computing is a popular paradigm
for on-demand provisioning of resources, making it a natural fit for horizontal scaling
across many machines.
The social network system, its service-side implementations, and the proposed
setup must be designed to allow load-balancing between parallel cooperating server
instances. The scalability requirement mainly affects the scope of individual instal-
lations. A federated topology helps global scalability: there is no single bottleneck
congesting all participating operators.
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3.2.2 Open Source
For the requirement of data ownership, it is desired that anyone with some technical
expertise can run their own service. We target commercial providers as well as
hobbyists. Leisure-time engineers who want to provide social network services for
their community are considered a thrust factor for open systems.
By supplying the source code of a reference implementation together with appro-
priate licensing, anyone should be able to adapt the implementation to own require-
ments, and hence adopt the proposed interfaces for federated communication.
Operators and users who do not trust in central services are a primary target of
an openly federated system. In their critical nature, they are welcomed to review
implementations until enough trust is established to warrant an installation on own
infrastructure.
With the expectation of educated users, we hope for accelerated development
through open source contributions.
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4 System Design
4.1 Use of XMPP
When buddycloud started out initially, XMPP was chosen for a number of benefits.
The system and underlying protocol make up for a number of design related and
implementational advantages over a HTTP-based stack. These will be elaborated
with the special requirements of federated topologies.
Following good experience with the original Instant Messaging protocol and its
surrounding extensions, the goal is to reuse existing infrastructure and expertise
in the developer community. The protocol-defining documents and many related
enhancements already include XSD schema definitions for validation and potential
code generation.
Sticking to XMPP does not pertain compatibility aspects currently: a federated
approach needs fundamental data model changes, such as addressable identities
(see 2.3.3: Federated Topology), hence protocol translation is mandatory if compat-
ibility with other systems is desired.
4.1.1 Transport Layer
In XMPP stream connections data packets are XML fragments called stanzas. Origi-
nating in the Instant Messaging domain, the protocol defines three stanza kinds with
distinct semantics:
Message follows a simple one-shot message passing model. In case of the recipient
being unavailable, servers may retain these stanzas in a so-called offline message
queue for later retrieval.
<message type="chat"
from="user@example.com/my -client"
to="recipient@example.org">
<body>Hello World!</body>
</message >
Listing 4.1: Example XMPP message
Presence is the hallmark of Instant Messaging. Clients send availability informa-
tion to servers that in turn broadcast it to all subscribers, making it a Publish-
Subscribe model as well. Because of its primitive subscription and distribution
models it cannot be used for the flexible requirements of the content distribution
schemes in section 3.1.3 (Content Distribution as a Publish-Subscribe System). In
this design the usage of presence does not exceed the Instant Messaging use case:
tracking availability of clients to deliver notifications.
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<presence from="user@example.com/my -client">
<show>dnd</show>
<status >I am currently busy</status >
</presence >
Listing 4.2: Example XMPP presence broadcast
IQ (Information Query) is defined with Remote Procedure Call semantics: get
and set requests shall always be replied with result or error type responses, with
the stanzas’ id attribute used to associate both. However, the service side is not
technically guaranteed to produce a reply. Therefore, requesters should always wait
for answers with an additional temporal timeout.
<iq type=’get ’
from=’user@example.com/my -client ’
to=’someone@example.org/some -client ’
id=’p23 ’>
<ping xmlns=’urn:xmpp:ping ’/>
</iq>
<iq type=’result ’
from=’someone@example.org/some -client ’
to=’user@example.com/my -client ’
id=’p23 ’/>
Listing 4.3: Example XMPP IQ request and response (occurring in opposite direc-
tions of a connection)
By using XML, the eXtensible Markup Language, the protocol benefits
from the augmentation capabilities of the namespace mechanism.
Being a full protocol suite, XMPP also has mechanisms to authenticate users by
many SASL1 mechanisms, to cryptographically secure the transport stream with
TLS2, and compress the rather verbose XML payload transparently.
The original use case of XMPP, Instant Messaging, is tangential for social net-
works. For buddycloud we can harness the user connections that are based on
preexisting presence subscriptions. As the social network services Facebook and
StudiVZ grew comprehensive, they deployed XMPP for Instant Messaging (but
not for content) as well.
When employing XMPP beyond its scope of Instant Messaging, designers are
confronted with two practical problems.
First, stanzas are bounded in size, with a limit of 64 KB (65536 octets) in most
implementations3. Entities that send larger XML fragments cause their connection
to be terminated by the receiving side. This restriction is another reason for using
pagination as discussed in section 3.1.5 (Browsing).
1Simple Authentication and Security Layer is used by many Internet protocols and allows
for plain-text, password digest, client certificate and many more ways of authentication.
2Transport Layer Security, the most widely used way of authenticating and encrypting TCP
connections.
3Without the stanza size limit, implementations would be prone to denial of service attacks by
sending an “infinite” stanza, consuming all memory while parsing.
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Secondly, most everyday developers are used to the Web and its accompanying
ecosystem of protocols and data formats. Often, people keep distance from XMPP
technologies because they do not know how to configure a server, and become star-
tled when they learn that XML is treated more rigidly than on the Web. To ap-
proach this problem in the future, service implementations should offer additional
interfaces that meet the ease of use of popular technologies, for example RESTful
HTTP servers dealing with JSON payload.
Bidirectional Streams over Synchronous HTTP
XMPP Enhancement Proposal 0124 (BOSH, Paterson et al. [2010]) defines a mech-
anism to transport XMPP over HTTP. This protocol does not only help overcome
restrictive firewalls and communicate over Web proxies, it also allows running XMPP
clients in the restricted environment of documents displayed in a browser.
The defined abstraction layer directly satisfies the requirements of the Real-time
Web as defined in section 3.1.1. It uses one repeated long-polling request to wait for
server-to-client traffic while allowing client-to-server data with ordinary, short-lived
HTTP requests. The protocol takes care of preserving the stanza order require-
ment by XMPP. It also allows the underlying protocols (TCP and HTTP) to fail
temporarily while keeping the XMPP session on top alive, therefore satisfying some
requirements for interaction with mobile users (section 3.1.6).
By using HTTP merely as an envelope transport, only some of its features are
preserved: HTTPS for transport layer encryption, Virtual Hosts to serve multiple
domain names from a single host, and transfer encodings to support transparent
compression. Many other properties, such as semantics of HTTP verbs or caching
mechanisms, are not available for BOSH.
The BOSH protocol features many XMPP server implementations and can also be
used independently with generic connection managers such as Punjab4 and node-
xmpp-bosh5.
4.1.2 Identity
All XMPP traffic conveys the identity of communication source and target in the
form of Jabber-Ids6. With that information at hand, authorization for access control
is available immediately without additional mechanisms.
4.1.3 XMPP Server
The XMPP server is a central part of a local installation; a hub for connecting all
other actors in the system. It provides three kinds of connectivity:
Client-server connections are authenticated against persistent user accounts and
provide implementations with the default Instant Messaging feature set (mes-
saging and presence) as well as general one-to-one communication.
4http://code.stanziq.com/punjab
5http://code.google.com/p/node-xmpp-bosh/
6Jabber is the historical name for XMPP. For consistency reasons, the identifier would be called
XMPP-Id nowadays, but the term Jabber-Id was already established.
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Component connections are configured once. The server relieves component ser-
vices from all local and federated routing, but leaves higher-level features, such
as presence tracking, free to implement by the component.
Federated server-to-server routing for interaction with remote systems. Client
and component implementations are aware of XMPP’s inter-server addressing
flexibilities, but do not need to communicate with more than just their local
server.
XMPP Server
Client Component
External Federated
XMPP Server
User Session Stanza
Routing
XMPP C2S
(client-server)
Connection
XMPP BOSH
over HTTP
XMPP S2S
(server-to-server)
Connection
XMPP Component
Connection
provides
provides
createscreates
connects
connects
to/from local users
to/from remote domains
to/from component domain
connects accepts
connects
Figure 4.1: Use case overview of XMPP servers
4.1.4 Federated Topology
One strength of the XMPP protocol stack is that it already operates within a fed-
erated topology.
While client implementations are kept simple by establishing just one connection
of client-server nature (client-to-server, C2S), complex routing duties are performed
by the server. It needs to keep track of the clients of locally-served domains (ses-
sion management, SM), and establishes server-to-server (S2S) streams on demand
(whenever a stanza’s target Jabber-Id is that of another, not locally served domain).
This server-side mechanism is completely transparent to a user who intends to com-
municate with an entity served by another domain. The design philosophy of XMPP
called for keeping clients simple to implement by keeping complexity to the server
side.
XMPP S2S federation resolves remote domains by SRV records (see listing 4.4 for
an example). This DNS record type has some practical advantages over conventional
direct addressing:
• Service prioritization, allowing for primary as well as tiered fallback servers;
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example.com buddycloud.com
example.org
user1@example.com user1@example.org user1@buddycloud.com
user2@example.com user2@buddycloud.com
C2S
C2S C2S
C2S
C2S
S2S
S2S
S2S
S2S
S2S
Figure 4.2: Federated & client-server topologies in XMPP, arrows indicate connec-
tion targets
;; QUESTION SECTION:
;_xmpp -server._tcp.gmail.com. IN SRV
;; ANSWER SECTION:
_xmpp -server._tcp.gmail.com. 86400 \
IN SRV 5 0 5269 xmpp -server.l.google.com.
_xmpp -server._tcp.gmail.com. 86400 \
IN SRV 20 0 5269 xmpp -server1.l.google.com.
_xmpp -server._tcp.gmail.com. 86400 \
IN SRV 20 0 5269 xmpp -server2.l.google.com.
_xmpp -server._tcp.gmail.com. 86400 \
IN SRV 20 0 5269 xmpp -server3.l.google.com.
_xmpp -server._tcp.gmail.com. 86400 \
IN SRV 20 0 5269 xmpp -server4.l.google.com.
Listing 4.4: DNS SRV records of Google Talk: one primary and four fallback
servers with equal weights
• Controlled load-balancing with weights for equally prioritized hosts; and
• The additional xmpp-server. tcp prefix and different record type allow point-
ing A and AAAA records to a different host for services that do not use SRV
records, such as Web servers
The same mechanism can be used to indicate a domain’s XMPP service for clients.
For that C2S service the xmpp-client. tcp prefix is used.
XMPP is one of the few protocols that make use of SRV records. Amateur opera-
tors may not know them or support can be missing in DNS administration interfaces.
Clients and servers are required to fall back to A/AAAA records without a desig-
nated prefix to connect for a domain in case of missing SRV records. This mechanism
helps avoiding additional effort when setting up a new service for an existing domain
on a single host.
XMPP S2S connections can be authenticated in two ways: by SSL certificates and
by the Dialback mechanism. While the first method relies on trust on certification
authorities, the second uses the DNS domain name to establish a connection in the
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reverse direction and verifies the incoming stream.
With these verification mechanisms built in from the beginning on, XMPP can
be expected to be less prone to unsolicited bulk messaging than e-mail, which is
infamous for its spam impact.
4.1.5 Causal Ordering
XMPP Core [Saint-Andre, 2006] specifies:
Compliant server implementations MUST ensure in-order processing of
XML stanzas between any two entities.
Originally using TCP, XMPP and its applications retain the order of stanzas in one
direction between two XMPP entities (identified by Jabber-Ids). This allows clients
and services to operate asynchronously, for example by batching requests [Ahamad
et al. , 1994]. A request that relies on the result of previously sent messages does
not need to wait for acknowledgement of those.
4.2 XMPP Components
Apart from C2S and S2S many XMPP servers implement a third connection mecha-
nism: components. Generally relying on the server for any external routing, XMPP
Components authenticate for a domain-only Jabber-Id with a password, and subse-
quently receive any stanza destined for that domain, regardless of the target Jabber-
Id’s user or resource part (see listing 4.5 for the anatomy of a Jabber-Id). To be
resolvable by federated installations, a component’s domain must resolve to DNS
SRV or A/AAAA records as well. The DNS name provides a fixed memorable
identifier to the service.
domain
user@domain
domain/resource
user@domain/resource
Listing 4.5: Forms of valid Jabber-Ids
Components were chosen for buddycloud because of flexibility reasons. Deploy-
ment should be easy, regardless of existing and new XMPP server setups.
4.2.1 Flexibility
Other systems, most notably the also XMPP-based OneSocialWeb, add their
functionality to the logic that is embedded in specific XMPP servers. This approach
implies a number of drawbacks:
• Lack of other generic standardized interfaces renders extensions custom per
XMPP server implementation.
• The service implementation must be maintained inside a server implementa-
tion’s source tree, or as an additional patch, requiring adoption of the latest
API changes.
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• Upgrading software, which is important for an immature project, makes hot
code swapping necessary if service disruption should be avoided.
• Load-balancing must adhere to the capabilities of the XMPP server imple-
mentation.
By relying on the model of pluggable components, the specific service implemen-
tation becomes decoupled from the development of XMPP servers themselves. The
service component can be developed, maintained and administrated without inter-
fering with the main XMPP communication. Reconnecting components will not
disrupt any other C2S or S2S connection, making software upgrades less noticeable
for users.
4.2.2 Scalability
For the scalability requirement we will map a load-balancing scheme for the capa-
bilities of the widely deployed ejabberd7 XMPP server implementation.
Multiple instances of components are allowed to connect and authenticate for the
same Jabber-Id simultaneously. The server will then route stanzas to the individual
services in a round-robin fashion. Because the stanza order property of XMPP
is mandatory for consistency requirements, ejabberd allows configuration of the
load-balanced routing by hashing the stanzas’ sender Jabber-Ids, resulting in a stable
one-to-one association between two XMPP entities in the face of load-balancing with
multiple instances on one side.
Local users (C2S) Federated systems (S2S)
buddycloud.com
channels.buddycloud.com channels.buddycloud.com channels.buddycloud.com
Figure 4.3: Multiple load-balancing components with identical Jabber-Ids can serve
both C2S & S2S entities through the XMPP server. Arrows indicate
connection target.
A setup with a single server, as in figure 4.3, exposes one significant bottleneck:
the XMPP server itself. Care must be taken when selecting an implementation for
huge installations that need to scale by load balancing. ejabberd for example
allows clustering of multiple instances per single domain, taking care of locating
users and components in a shared routing database.
4.3 XEP-0060 Publish-Subscribe
Our content distribution scheme follows the publish-subscribe paradigm as defined
in section 3.1.3. XMPP Enhancement Proposal 0060 [Millard et al. , 2010] specifies
7http://www.ejabberd.im/
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a subprotocol that provides all the required operation categories from section 3.1.5.
The Publish-Subscribe enhancement has been devised back in 2002 and received
many improvements over the following years. Adoption had been slow, but the
protocol is now in use eg. for personal sharing with the Personal Eventing Protocol
[Saint-Andre & Smith, 2010] and for machine to machine communication at the
Superfeedr notification service.
The publish-subscribe pattern can already be found in XMPP: presence broad-
cast by a server’s session management implementation with rosters as subscription
directories, and multi-user chat services. These specialized cases kept their already-
deployed protocols for the sake of simplicity and compatibility, slowing adoption of
XEP-0060 for Instant Messaging use cases.
Publish-Subscribe provides a versatile foundation for designing the buddycloud
protocol by defining a notification format with <message/> stanzas and RPC in-
teractions with <iq/>. Its access model and affiliation roles fit our social network
requirements to some extend as well.
4.3.1 Affiliations
The predefined affiliations require some further discussion:
Outcast for banned users;
None allows only subscription, with the user receiving membership if successful;
Member for read-only interaction of a follower;
Publisher allows publication and deletion of items (moderator) role; and
Owner for the producer role
XEP-0060 also defines three publish models, allowing posting to nodes for less-
privileged roles:
Open for anyone;
Subscribers for those with an existing subscription to the node, restricting possible
authorship to users interested in the full content stream of the node; and
Publishers to restrict to the respective role.
The publish model of subscribers satisfies the requirement of allowing all sub-
scribers to publish content on a node. Implementations should choose it as default
for the conversational channel nodes.
Mapping the buddycloud roles required in section 3.1.4 (Access Control & Roles)
on the XMPP Publish-Subscribe protocol exposes two slight mismatches:
• The follower & post role is missing. In the XEP-0060 model only publishers
and owners can delete items, but the option of followers who may post items
and also retract their own posts is desired for buddycloud.
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• buddycloud also requires moderators to relieve producers from regular mainte-
nance of their nodes. These these duties are identified as retracting unwanted
posts, a privilege granted by the XEP-0060 publisher role already, and man-
aging recurring subscription requests under the authorize access model, which
is originally reserved for owners only.
Existing XEP-0060 implementations may expect to be able to retract items only
if the user’s affiliation is publisher or higher. To support our model, service imple-
mentations always report a publisher affiliation for the follower & post role, despite
being able to delete only posts by oneself.
Redefining this model, we map the required moderator role to a new moderator
affiliation. Contrary to our newly-restricted publisher affiliation, moderators are
allowed to delete any item in the node, not just their own, and are included to
interaction with the authorize access model.
While it might not be good practise to redefine an existing standard, much more
users are expected to be confronted with the follower & post role, declared as a
publisher affiliation, than gaining moderator privileges. In the latter case, a no-
table share of these affiliators is anticipated to run client implementations with the
buddycloud extensions.
Modification of the XML schema contained in XEP-0060: Publish-Subscribe is
minimal. A listing has been omitted due to the extensiveness of this XSD document.
4.4 Content Formats
4.4.1 ATOM
The common practise for representing updates on the World-Wide Web are so-called
“feeds”. Their data model represents these information chunks as items or entries,
containing kinds of textual or hypertextual content descriptions. As a resource on
the Web they are often aggregated in an XML document, dubbed “feed”. Table 4.1
shows how real-world activity streams can be mapped. Projecting buddycloud chan-
nels onto the model of feeds, posts become entries.
Twitter Flickr buddycloud
channel
buddycloud
mood
RSS ATOM
Tweets Photo-
stream
Channel
node
Mood node <channel/> <feed/>
Tweet Picture Post Mood up-
date
<item/> <entry/>
Tweet
text
Embedded
Image
URL
Post con-
tent
Mood de-
scription
<description/> <content/>
Table 4.1: Mapping model entities of example activity streams to feed formats
Really Simple Syndication [Winer, 2002] was the first data format standard
in this domain and remains widespread as of today. Due to a number of drawbacks,
RSS has been succeeded by the ATOM standard [Nottingham & Sayre, 2005]:
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Version chaos prevails for RSS. Feed parsers must deal with various iterations of
the standard, some of them redefining even the basic document structure.
Use of XML in RSS is incomplete. XML namespaces are optionally defined for
only some versions, rendering extension of enclosing XML documents difficult.
Content representation in RSS is either plain-text or escaped HTML with no type
indication, requiring imprecise heuristics. Parsing text nodes with escaped
markup is cumbersome and requires additional checks for well-formedness.
ATOM’s type attribute allows for both, but also specifies embedding XHTML,
which is already handled by parsing the envelope document.
Author representation in RSS is tailored around e-mail addresses. The more ca-
pable model of ATOM is better suited for an XMPP environment.
Especially because of the better interoperability with XML, which is the underly-
ing data format of XMPP, ATOM is the preferred format over RSS for buddycloud
and modern services in general.
4.4.2 Discussion Threading
The “channel” contents of a user profile dictate a conversational model: not only
do they contain creations of their owner, but allow other users to reply to posts. A
data model for relating these entries to others must be implemented.
Snell [2006] defines a referencing model that extends ATOM feeds in an orthogonal
way, similar to e-mail threading. An <in-reply-to/> element can be added to an
entry and references to another entry. Its name already bears the semantics: the
extended post is a reply to another entry.
Referencing pertains to ATOM’s entry <id/> child element, which is not neces-
sarily a universally unique identifier. Moreover, it is possible that the referenced
data is not even present in the containing feed document.
In buddycloud channels conversations always take place on a per-channel base,
avoiding the aforementioned problems. For future expansion of our content model,
we recognize the ability of the ATOM threading extensions to not only refer by ID
but also by URI, satisfying the needs of global addressing and distributed content.
4.4.3 Activity Stream Semantics
When it comes to vendor-spanning exchange of activity stream information, many
use cases and data models are being broken down to a common data model. In the
here-presented case, all channel posts and mood updates are represented as ATOM
entries. For example, a photosharing site will represent all images as entries as well,
with only included HTML markup conveying rendering information of pictures.
While interoperability is highly desired, verbatim copying of foreign content (and
visual style) can break visual identity and disturb user experience. Richer semantics
than just “entries” are needed.
Activity Streams [Snell et al. , 2011] extend the RSS and ATOM formats with
semantic, machine-readable metadata, consisting of:
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Actor to identify authorship as defined by ATOM;
Verb specifying the kind of action, such as liking, sharing, or saving,
Object yields more context to the nature of the entry, eg. picture, audio file, or
bookmark, along with mandatory attributes for each object type;
Target indicating context of the update, like a specific user profile;
Time of publication, as defined by ATOM;
Title for display purposes, as defined by ATOM; and
Summary for display purposes, as defined by ATOM.
The use of these extensions and requirements for entries lets implementation cre-
ate assumptions about the nature of updates in a form of:
“Somebody [actor] posted [verb] something [object] somewhen [time] to a profile [tar-
get].”
While the flexibility given by Activity Streams allows future usage of the content
system in unanticipated use cases, the desired semantics of a buddycloud channel
node can be restricted to a default set of activity constructs:
Actor always references the Jabber-Id of the author.
Verb is the most generic post.
Object is note for any top-level post, similar to the short blurbs on microblog-
ging services. For distinct replies to other posts, Activity Streams offer the
meaningful comment object type.
Target can be omitted because content redistribution across multiple user profiles
is out of scope.
Time must be present. A temporal sorting order is a good base for informing users
about new content.
Title is so far omitted because it would just duplicate the content of a microblogging-
style note.
Summary is used as textual content, with an option for later inclusion of XHTML
markup.
Most notably the object part of an activity construct yields meaning about an
entry. Interoperating services gain more control on how to display content even if
it has been syndicated from another provider. Listing 4.6 is an example post of
content suited for buddycloud.
Activity Streams additionally offer specifying mood and geolocation context infor-
mation independent from the activity type. Because the existing buddycloud model
is fundamentally different, they are currently unused in the discussed design.
Mood is not contextual information but a separate content type with unrelated
posts on its own. It maps to full entries with their own activity constructs, with
the object type status communicating that content is about the situation of the
publisher.
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<entry xmlns="http ://www.w3.org /2005/ Atom"
xmlns:thr="http :// purl.org/syndication/thread /1.0"
xmlns:activity="http :// activitystrea.ms/spec /1.0/">
<id>1291048810046 </id>
<thr:in -reply -to ref="1291048772456"/>
<published >2010 -01 -06 T21 :41:32Z</published >
<author >
<name >Tuomas Koski </name >
<jid xmlns="http :// buddycloud.com/atom -elements -0"
>koski@buddycloud.com</jid>
</author >
<content type="text">Test</content >
<geoloc xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/geoloc">
<text >Paris , France </text >
<locality >Paris</locality >
<country >France </country >
</geoloc >
<activity:verb >post</activity:verb >
<activity:object >
<activity:object -type >note</activity:object -type >
</activity:object >
</entry >
Listing 4.6: Example ATOM entry with threading, Activity Streams verb/object,
and Geolocation
4.4.4 Geolocation
Our geolocation model adheres to two concepts:
• The geoloc nodes contain the bare serialized location information. It is not
required to be represented in a full ATOM entry. Instead, publishers should
simply post with a constant item id to overwrite any historical information
other than last, current, and future geolocation, represented by the node types.
• For channel and mood posts, location is contextual.
Activity Streams define contextual geolocation information to be serialized as
GeoRSS. This particular format requires parsing text strings8, despite the XML
could already be parsed by the XMPP layer. While it can be implemented optionally,
buddycloud specifies geolocation in favour of another existing data format.
8Example: <geo:point>33.9777 -119.4351</geo:point>
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XMPP Enhancement Proposal 0080 [Hildebrand & Saint-Andre, 2009] defines a
content structure for geolocation information. An XML element represents a key-
value dictionary with a variety of predefined fields, listen in table 4.2.
Field Definition
accuracy Horizontal GPS error in meters
alt Altitude in meters above or below sea level
area A named area such as a campus or neighborhood
bearing GPS bearing (direction in which the entity is heading to reach its
next waypoint), measured in decimal degrees relative to true north
building A specific building on a street or in an area
country The nation where the user is located
countrycode The ISO 3166 two-letter country code
datum GPS datum
description A natural-language name for or description of the location
error Horizontal GPS error in arc minutes
floor A particular floor in a building
lat Latitude in decimal degrees North
locality A locality within the administrative region, such as a town or city
lon Longitude in decimal degrees East
postalcode A code used for postal delivery
region An administrative region of the nation, such as a state or province
room A particular room in a building
speed The speed at which the entity is moving, in meters per second
street A thoroughfare within the locality, or a crossing of two thorough-
fares
text A catch-all element that captures any other information about the
location
timestamp UTC timestamp specifying the moment when the reading was
taken
uri A URI or URL pointing to information about the location
Table 4.2: Fields of XEP-0080: User Location
While textual cosmetic information can be included, many mobile devices can
rely on integrated GPS receivers today. Because users are highly concerned about
geolocation information, longitude, latitude and accuracy are subject to a client
implementation and its privacy settings.
4.4.5 Normalization
As required in section 3.1.2, content must be normalized by the hosting authority
(the service implementation). The following rules help fighting identity forging and
enforce a certain level of consistency:
• Authorship in the ATOM <author/> child element are to be replaced with
the actual publisher of the entry.
• ATOM <id/> contents should be made unique on a per-node base. Additional
rules apply for replies: they must not be accepted unless the entry referenced
by <in-reply-to/> exists.
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• Timestamps in ATOM’s <published/> and <updated/> elements should be
overwritten by the current timestamp, or are accepted only if they lie in a rea-
sonable past timespan. If a user updates an existing entry, the <published/>
datum can be copied from the old version.
There are two practical ways of applying these rules:
• Simply removing any of these elements and replacing them with sensible values;
or
• Checking the client-supplied data and refusing publication upon mismatch
While the former approach is more easier to implement, client implementations
are required to declare the discussed information to allow the latter approach. Care
must be taken by service implementers to not accept values blindly and therefore
omit normalization.
4.4.6 Metadata
As required in section 3.1.2, metadata falls into two categories:
• Configuration data are scalar values. These are represented in so-called Data
Forms [Eatmon et al. , 2010] with distinct, stable identifiers for each field (see
table 4.3).
• Subscriptions and affiliations are sets of Jabber-Ids with associated subscrip-
tion states and affiliation roles. XEP-0060 provides subprotocols for retrieval
and selective modification of the user/state relations.
Field Identifier Content
Title pubsub#title A very brief descriptive title for the node
Description pubsub#description A longer description of the node
Access model pubsub#access model open, whitelist, or authorize
Publish model pubsub#publish model publishers, subscribers, or open
Table 4.3: Most prominent metadata fields with their identifiers.
4.5 buddycloud Protocol
4.5.1 Conventions
The Publish-Subscribe protocol defines clear semantics for interaction with the ser-
vice. The form of the content is, however, left open for flexibility. As previously
described, the payload format are ATOM entries and geolocation information. A
few additional design decisions are needed to match our data model.
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Node Names
Node names are left to specific applications of XEP-0060. As required in section 3.1.3
(Content Distribution as a Publish-Subscribe System), different content types shall
be aggregated in separate pubsub nodes. For a user user@example.com node names
are:
/user/user@example.com/channel
Channel content
/user/user@example.com/mood
Mood updates
/user/user@example.com/geo/previous
Previous Geolocation
/user/user@example.com/geo/current
Current Geolocation
/user/user@example.com/geo/future
Future Geolocation
/user/user@example.com/subscriptions
Public user subscriptions
The last node is not originally to be found in the requirements. Its necessity
stems from the definition of social networking services: to provide a traverseable list
of connections. While the Publish-Subscribe standard defines protocols to query
subscribers and affiliators of a particular node, there is no way to find out about the
subscriptions of a specific user, other than querying all nodes in question individually.
Maintaining lists of subscriptions per user is not only beneficial to other curious
users, but also helps client synchronization of the user itself. Unfortunately, because
information about interaction with remote services are stored on the local server,
consistent interaction becomes a challenge due to a lack of atomic consistency.
<query xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/disco#items"
xmlns:pubsub="http :// jabber.org/protocol/pubsub">
<item jid="channels.example.com"
node="/user/user@example.com/channel"
pubsub:affiliation="publisher"/>
<item jid="channels.example.com"
node="/user/user@example.com/geo/future"/>
<item jid="channels.example.com"
node="/user/user@example.com/geo/current"/>
<item jid="channels.example.com"
node="/user/user@example.com/geo/previous"/>
<item jid="channels.example.com"
node="/user/user@example.com/mood"/>
</query>
Listing 4.7: Payload format for the subscriptions nodes
In general, the node name schema has been drafted in a way that allows for
distinct paths in future HTTP interfaces.
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Local Component Discovery
Once a service implementation has been deployed as an XMPP component, clients
must find its address, a Jabber-Id, in order to interact with it.
It would have been possible to architect association to a freely selectable content
hosting service for each user individually. Two ways of indicating per-user infor-
mation that exist on many XMPP server installations were identified, but deemed
unsuitable:
• Piggybacking addresses in presence information depends on actual availability
of a user. Disconnected users are not able to influence this. Additionally,
the XMPP community is wary to extend the simple publish-subscribe model
of presence because it is broadcasted to all Instant Messaging contacts, even
those who are not interested in social network services.
• vCards [Saint-Andre, 2008] provide static user information in a fixed schema
with no extension mechanism.
Due to this lack of flexible per-user information, and to avoid confronting new
users with additional choices about service providers, discovery is designed to go
by the setup of the local XMPP server. This approach is very reasonable: because
XMPP clients establish connectivity only with their local server, all traffic of a user
passes this central router anyway.
Instead of fixed domain prefixes, eg. channels.example.com, that may collide
with existing services of a provider, a mechanism was designed in favour of discov-
ering by capability.
With the Service Discovery protocol [Hildebrand et al. , 2008] for feature informa-
tion and items browsing, the here described algorithm makes use of a conventional
but not standardized feature of a few XMPP servers: when discovering items of the
local domain, they return the connected components, such as gateways to legacy
Instant Messaging networks, multi-user chat services, and pubsub components.
Even if this feature does not work automatically in some XMPP server implemen-
tations, it is definitely under control of the operator and can often be configured
statically.
Usage of XMPP makes it desirable for anyone with an account to start using the
buddycloud system. In case of a local service component yet to be deployed, client
implementations can fall back to the buddycloud.com domain, as highlighted by
the activity diagram in figure 4.4.
4.5.2 Partial Data Transfer
An XMPP connection consists of one in-order stream of stanzas for each direction.
This model is problematic for bulk data traffic, such as a node’s full history of
items. A stream is entirely used by a big stanza while it is being transferred; there
are no data in parallel to it. Additionally, XMPP implementations sanely enforce
the 64 KB stanza limit discussed in section 4.1.1 (Transport Layer).
Result Set Management (RSM, Paterson et al. [2006]) defines XMPP extensions
to split information across multiple requests. A query can be augmented by the
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<iq from="user@example.com/client1" to="buddycloud.com"
type="get" id="353">
<query xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/disco#items" />
</iq>
<iq from="buddycloud.com" to="user@example.com/client1"
type="result" id="353">
<query xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/disco#items">
<item jid="butler.buddycloud.com"/>
<item jid="channels.buddycloud.com"/>
<item jid="media.buddycloud.com"/>
<item jid="tardis.buddycloud.com"/>
</query>
</iq>
<iq from="user@example.com/client1" to="channels.buddycloud.com"
type="get" id="356">
<query xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/disco#info" />
</iq>
<iq from="channels.buddycloud.com" to="user@example.com/client1"
type="result" id="356">
<query xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/disco#info">
<identity category="pubsub" type="service"
name="Channels service"/>
<identity category="pubsub" type="channels"
name="Channels service"/>
<feature var="jabber:iq:register"/>
<!-- Many more features follow -->
</query>
</iq>
Listing 4.8: Discovery items of buddycloud.com, info of channels.buddycloud.com
elements of listing 4.9, and services select a part of the full information for responses
(listing 4.10).
RSM Offsets are specified as opaque identifiers relating to items and their order.
In contrast to page numbers in ordinary pagination, traversing sets by such pointers
yields more consistency: the identifiers don’t change when new items are inserted
into the set.
While this particular extension can be optional for clients requests, it is mandatory
for service implementations. As these are typically replying to requests with bulk
data, they must never exceed the stanza size limit.
Partial transfer of data is practical: clients hardly display full sets of informa-
tion that would exceed 64 KB in serialization, but instead request more data upon
interaction with the user interface techniques pagination and infinite scrolling.
It is worth noting that RSM is difficult to implement: the stanza size limit pertains
to the serialized data. Whenever the 64 KB boundary has been exceeded, partial
results must be discarded along with update of the RSM information to shrink the
total result set. Direct manipulation of serialized XML is discouraged. Depending on
implementations, this may affect range queries in database backends; a diametrically
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Query for items of local server Query for items of fallback server
Query for info of each item
Item with
category/type = pubsub/channels
found
No appropriate item found
Figure 4.4: Discovering a user’s channel service.
<set xmlns=’http :// jabber.org/protocol/rsm ’>
<max>10</max>
<after>7fc56270e7a70fa81a5935b72eacbe29 </after>
</set>
Listing 4.9: Result Set Management parameters for requesting a maximum of 10
items with a certain offset
opposed software layer.
4.5.3 Operations
In this part of the buddycloud protocol design, the required operation categories
of section 3.1.5 are mapped to RPC-style requests and responses defined by the
XEP-0060 Publish-Subscribe protocol.
Sign-up
In spite of the individual create-nodes operation defined by XEP-0060, sign-up was to
be designed as a one-shot request. This goal is achieved by the In-Band Registration
protocol [Saint-Andre, 2009]. Upon request, the service creates the predefined nodes
and sets appropriate affiliations in an atomic transaction.
This operation presumes that the new user is already logged into an XMPP ac-
count. When implementing a new service that focusses on social network services,
creation of that account and service sign-up should be conducted in one step to not
confuse users.
Subscribing
With subscriptions as the content distribution model, manipulation of them consti-
tutes essential functionality for the social network service. Interaction is mapped to
two operations: subscribing (listing 4.12), and unsubscribing (listing 4.13).
These operations bear the property of idempotence, allowing client implementers
to ignore the current subscription state if just subscription/unsubscription is desired.
Table 4.4 also highlights the relation of subscription requests with the access
models. While the open model allows any subscriber and whitelist those granted
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<set xmlns=’http :// jabber.org/protocol/rsm ’>
<first>9d5ed678fe57bcca610140957afab571 </first>
<last>0d61f8370cad1d412f80b84d143e1257 </last>
<count>53</count>
</set>
Listing 4.10: Result Set Management information for a response with boundary iden-
tifiers and a total count
<iq from="user@example.com/client1" to="channels.example.com"
type="set" id="signup1">
<query xmlns="jabber:iq:register"/>
</iq>
Listing 4.11: Service sign-up request of the In-Band Registration protocol
with a member affiliation, the authorize setting demands a pending subscription
state until the request has been confirmed or denied by a node’s moderator or owner,
as defined by XEP-0060.
The required access model based on social connections (see section 3.1.4) could
source from the subscriptions nodes of our proposed conventions. Despite this op-
tion, the original goal has been to tap into preexisting presence subscription relations
in XMPP rosters. Unfortunately, this data is only available to users. To restrict
access to existing XMPP contacts, clients should use the simpler whitelist model
and populate the affiliations metadata correspondingly.
While the access model pertains to any operation, subscription is mainly relevant
to update notifications. The proposed Publish-Subscribe service must track user’s
presence information for two reasons:
• Do not notify users that are not signed in to avoid filling up offline message
storage on their XMPP servers. This mechanism should be preserved for one-
to-one Instant Messaging purposes instead of mass content distribution.
• Deliver notifications individually to all online clients of a subscribed user,
instead of just the one with the highest priority as prescribed by XMPP.
As previously discussed, XMPP presence subscription is already a specialized
case of the publish-subscribe pattern. Coincidentally, it uses idempotent subscribe
and unsubscribe operations as well. This property allows a server implementer to
ignore any subscription state and subscribe to the user’s presence every time he/she
subscribes to a pubsub node. For all but the first requests an XMPP server will just
keep the current state.
Concluding the presence discussion, it should be highlighted that actual confir-
mation of the subscription request is up to the user and the client implementation.
Browsing
Node Discovery
When designing a system for large-scale federation, it is to be expected that services
unfold heterogeneously and do not completely adhere to the same types of content
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<iq from="user@example.com/client1" to="channels.example.com"
type="set" id="sub1">
<pubsub xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/pubsub">
<subscribe node="/user/someone@example.com/channel"/>
</pubsub >
</iq>
Listing 4.12: Subscribing to a Publish-Subscribe node
<iq from="user@example.com/client1" to="channels.example.com"
type="set" id="sub1">
<pubsub xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/pubsub">
<unsubscribe node="/user/someone@example.com/channel"/>
</pubsub >
</iq>
Listing 4.13: Unsubscribing from a Publish-Subscribe node
as buddycloud. Hence, the Service Discovery protocol is also used to discover the
nodes of a user (listing 4.14).
<iq from="user@example.com/client1" to="channels.example.com"
type="get" id="disco1">
<query xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/disco#items"
node="/user/someone@example.com"/>
</iq>
<iq from="channels.example.com" to="user@example.com/client1"
type="result" id="disco1">
<query xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/disco#items"
node="/user/someone@example.com">
<item jid="channels.example.com"
name="/user/someone@example.com/channel"/>
<item jid="channels.example.com"
name="/user/someone@example.com/mood"/>
<item jid="channels.example.com"
name="/user/someone@example.com/geo/previous"/>
<item jid="channels.example.com"
name="/user/someone@example.com/geo/current"/>
<item jid="channels.example.com"
name="/user/someone@example.com/geo/future"/>
<item jid="channels.example.com"
name="/user/someone@example.com/subscriptions"/>
</query>
</iq>
Listing 4.14: Discovering nodes of a user
Item Retrieval
Items of a node can be requested with the query specified by XEP-0060 (see list-
ing 4.15). The RSM scheme discussed in section 4.5.2 (Partial Data Transfer) avoids
unnecessary traffic and keeps stanzas smaller than 64 KB.
While the Result Set Management extension can be applied to any <iq/> RPC
interaction, its application to content items is an important aid to client synchro-
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Operation in context open authorize whitelist
Subscribe by new user subscribed pending subscribed
or none
Subscribe by already subscribed user subscribed subscribed subscribed
Unsubscribe by subscribed user none none none
Unsubscribe by non-subscribed user none none none
Table 4.4: Subscription states for the different node access models
<iq from="user@example.com/client1" to="channels.example.com"
type="get" id="items1">
<pubsub xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/pubsub">
<items node="/user/someone@example.com/channel"/>
</pubsub >
</iq>
<iq from="channels.example.com" to="user@example.com/client1"
type="result" id="items1">
<pubsub xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/pubsub">
<items node="/user/someone@example.com/channel">
<item id="368866411 b877c30064a5f62b917cffe">
<!-- ATOM entry or Geolocation data -->
</item>
<!-- More items follow ->
</items>
<set xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/rsm">
<first index="0">1305637379 </first>
<last>1283451296 </last>
<count >213</count>
</set>
</pubsub >
</iq>
Listing 4.15: Retrieving items of a node
nization.
When a client comes online, it needs to catch up with the history of subscribed
nodes. Because users will be interested in the most recent posts, the order of items
for retrieval is descending by time, with the newest item first. This causes a ter-
minology mismatch with the RSM format that was designed for pagination: for a
request for further posts with <after/>, a service returns older items that were
actually published before in time.
Client implementations can restore full history by walking the partial item sets.
• Immediately when signing on, clients send presence so that services can track
their availability for update notifications. This caters for synchronization with
future items.
• Clients maintain historical items since they last signed off. The missing items
until now (the time they are signing in again) can be synchronized by walking
the sets of items backward until the client receives the most recent historical
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item.
Retrieval of Metadata
Interaction with the two categories of metadata (required in section 3.1.2, discussed
in section 4.4.6) are handled by the Publish-Subscribe enhancement:
<x xmlns="jabber:x:data" type="result">
<field var="FORM_TYPE" type="hidden">
<value>http :// jabber.org/protocol/pubsub#meta -data</value>
</field>
<field var="pubsub#type" type="text -single"
label="Payload type">
<value>http :// www.w3.org /2005/ Atom</value>
</field>
<field var="pubsub#title" type="text -single"
label="A short name for the node">
<value>My channel </value>
</field>
<field var="pubsub#description" type="text -single"
label="A description of the node">
<value>This channel contains my everyday bits.</value>
</field>
<field var="pubsub#publish_model" type="text -single"
label="Publish Model">
<value>publishers </value>
</field>
<field var="pubsub#access_model" type="text -single"
label="Access Model">
<value>open</value>
</field>
<field var="pubsub#creation_date" type="text -single"
label="Creation Date">
<value>2010 -03 -01 T23 :59:00Z</value>
</field>
<field var="pubsub#owner" type="jid -multi"
label="Node owners">
<value>user@example.com</value>
</field>
</x>
Listing 4.16: Example metadata in a data form
• Configuration data in Data Forms [Eatmon et al. , 2010] is included in Service
Discovery info responses to a specific node. See listing 4.16 for an example.
• Subscriptions and affiliations use the XEP-0060 mechanisms for administration
in a read-only fashion.
Publishing
When publishing a new item, the user sends a request as in listing 4.17 to the service.
Due to the publish-subscribe decoupling, it is the server that does the heavy lifting:
storing the new content persistently, and sending notifications (as in listing 4.18) to
the clients that have sent presence of all users subscribed to the node.
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<iq from="user@example.com/client1" to="channels.example.com"
type="set" id="publish1">
<pubsub xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/pubsub">
<publish node="/user/user@example.com/channel">
<item>
<!-- Content payload -->
</item>
</publish >
</pubsub >
</iq>
Listing 4.17: Publishing items to a node
Albeit XEP-0060 optionally allows an item ID to be specified by the publishing
client, it is desirable to leave ID generation to the service for the following reasons:
• A client may not have full historic information for the node, therefore it might
risk generating duplicate IDs.
• It duplicates the ATOM <id/> element. Service-side normalization can care
for both values to be equal.
• Our proposed synchronization protocol uses IDs to ensure a per-service order
of items.
<message from="channels.example.com"
to="subscriber@example.com/client3">
<event xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/pubsub#event">
<items node="/user/user@example.com/channel">
<item id="1305659868">
<!-- Content payload -->
</item>
</items>
</event>
</message >
Listing 4.18: Item update notification
Moderating
Retracting Items
As specified by the Publish-Subscribe standard, the protocol for deleting items is
similar to publishing, with <retract/> in place of <items/>. IDs of the items to
be deleted have to be indicated, but no content data is needed.
To keep subscribers synchronized, notification messages are specified for retraction
events as well. Because only clients that have sent presence are eligible to receive
notifications, implementations should refresh metadata whenever they have signed
on.
Approving and denying subscribers
The authorize access model interacts with owners and moderators in a special way:
they can interactively decide whether to accept a subscription request to a node, or
deny it.
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Unsubscribed
Pending
Subscribed
User sends subscription request
Service notifies owners & moderators
Owner/moderator confirms subscription
Owner/moderator denies subscription
User unsubscribes
Figure 4.5: Subscription state transitions for the authorize access model
Figure 4.5 outlines two features that are introduced for just this access model.
Firstly, a new subscription state pending lasts until decision by one user with a high
affiliation role.
Secondly, the service notifies the authorized affiliators whenever a user subscrip-
tion becomes pending. These notifications contain a data form, prompting for deci-
sion on the original subscription request. Whenever a moderator submits this form,
the service will notify the subscriber of his/her new subscription state. A moder-
ator/owner can also re-request these notifications after signing in on a per-service
base.
Administrating
Scalar Metadata
As previously discussed, configuration settings are represented in Data Form con-
tainers. While Service Discovery responses are augmented with these structured
information, the Publish-Subscribe protocol provides a mechanism for both retrieval
and modification of the values:
• Owners can request configuration data for a node. Services will respond with
a Data Form of type="form".
• Such a form contains not only current values, but also hint on the possible
selection of fields with several allowed settings. When an owner has decided
upon the desired form contents, it can be submitted back to the service for
persistent storage and further application.
Submitted configuration forms overwrite a previous node metadata entirely as
there is fairly low need for concurrency control. We expect reconfiguration only
from a few owners, with retrieval and submission typically in a short timespan.
Subscriptions and Affiliations
Retrieval and manipulation of subscription and affiliation sets are again two specific
requests, but bear slightly different semantics to accommodate for consistency when
dealing with this data:
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• There is one request for retrieval of each the subscription and the affiliation
sets. They are represented as plain unbounded lists, hence implementation of
partial transfer as in section 4.5.2 is recommended.
• The received list can be submitted back by a node owner. A client includes
only these subscriptions/affiliations that are to be changed. Omitting the un-
changed subset avoids undesired old inconsistent data in the case of concurrent
manipulation.
When applying access control, the configured and actual membership may differ:
for a node with an open access model, anyone with an actual affiliation of none is
treated as a member. For the whitelist and authorize access models, member-
ship is only granted to Jabber-Ids that are explicitly preconfigured or interactively
confirmed.
<message from="channels.example.com"
to="user@example.com/client1">
<event xmlns="http :// jabber.org/protocol/pubsub#event">
<subscription node="/user/someone@example.com/channel"
jid="someone@example.com"
subscription="subscribed"/>
<subscription node="/user/someone@example.com/channel"
jid="user@example.com"
subscription="subscribed"/>
<subscription node="/user/someone@example.com/channel"
jid="foo@example.com"
subscription="none"/>
<subscription node="/user/someone@example.com/channel"
jid="bar@example.com"
subscription="none"/>
</event>
</message >
Listing 4.19: Example notification of subscriptions change
Highly interactive use cases of the proposed system may desire the same near
real-time update notifications for metadata that are provided for content. As shown
in listing 4.19, the Publish-Subscribe schema’s XML elements are composed in
<message/> stanzas as well.
4.6 Comparison to Other Federated Systems
buddycloud is not the only system aiming for social network services with federated
operators. Comparison with these alternative designs focusses on the previously
discussed requirements.
We will elaborate the protocols and conventions of the Web-based OStatus system.
Because its specification has apparently stabilized and the protocol is in production
use at multiple vendors already, we will conclude with a proposed interoperability
scheme for buddycloud.
The comparison with the also XMPP-based OneSocialWeb will highlight some
differences in our design.
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4.6.1 OStatus
The identi.ca microblogging platform, based on the open source StatusNet soft-
ware, was one of the first social network sites to offer federation among otherwise
separate installations. Its first OpenMicroBlogging API was dropped in favour
of OStatus9 [Prodromou et al. , 2010]; an umbrella specification that reuses existing
protocols for the domain of social sharing.
As of 2011, implementation of OStatus is recommended for Web-based social
networks that seek to federate with others, such as “Facebook killer” Diaspora, or
Google Buzz as a product by a market leader that unfortunately failed to gain
traction.
These existing deployments provide user content over the protocols already, mak-
ing interoperability a desirable goal.
Protocol Suite
Being an umbrella specification comprised of existing protocols, OStatus aligns well
with one of our nonfunctional goals: to reuse work already done and to omit design
decisions that have been made before.
OStatus defines one buddycloud’s objectives as out of scope: to provide a client
API. It aims to standardize only the orchestrated communication of federated providers.
To cite Prodromou et al. [2010]:
By analogy with email, OStatus is to client interfaces as SMTP is to
IMAP or POP.
With Salmon for direct messaging, and PubSubHubbub for topic-based broad-
casting, OStatus bears resemblance with e-mail and mailing lists indeed. Instead
of the above-quoted IMAP or POP3, many custom as well as open protocols for
client-server interaction are to be found; implemented for many centralized services
already.
WebFinger
While resources on the Web are usually addressed by Uniform Resource Locators, a
mnemonic user@domain form similar to e-mail addresses and Jabber-Ids was desired.
WebFinger specifies these with a prepended acct: scheme: acct:user@domain is
a WebFinger account identifier.
acct: URI XRD document
of domain
Content
Feed
User
Profile Page
LRDD
document
by user
Figure 4.6: References in WebFinger discovery
To locate machine readable user content, an agent performs the following steps
(displayed in figure 4.6):
9http://ostatus.org/
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1. Retrieve the domain’s /.well-known/host-meta XRD10 document, contain-
ing URL templates for retrieving user metadata.
2. Retrieve a specific user’s LRDD11 document by a URL generated with the
XRD template.
3. LRDD documents reference a user’s resources, such as a profile page and pos-
sible feeds.
4. If not included in LRDD resources, feeds can be discovered through profile
pages.
At first glance, WebFinger discovery appears to afford for more round-trip inter-
actions than the proposed discovery mechanisms of the buddycloud protocol (sec-
tions 4.5.1 and 4.5.3). But because OStatus pertains only communication among
providers, resolving resources can be done by services that are expected to have
faster connectivity than client instances.
The LRDD base of WebFinger offers some flexibility: not only can it be used to
resolve WebFinger account identifiers, links about general HTTP resources can be
retrieved as well. Resources that do not belong to the appropriate family of XML
documents can reference LRDD descriptors in HTTP headers.
We identify some problems originating in such broad applicability. Firstly, multi-
ple discovery mechanisms burden implementation efforts. Secondly, allowing inter-
action to go beyond a user-centered model will require user experience to be crafted
more carefully.
The LRDD documents do not necessarily reference back to a user account iden-
tifier. Instead, agents make use of authorship in content metadata (eg. in ATOM).
These very indirect associations should be verified regularly to maintain consistency
between users’ identifiers and contents.
In buddycloud, the discovery mechanism is more trivial. Similar to XRD, im-
plementations must identify the service component per user domain. After that,
implementations can either discover a user’s resources, or try to access them imme-
diately, because identifiers and node names are defined by the protocol.
PubSubHubbub
Feeds, a common practise to represent updates as machine readable content on
the Web, have a major drawback: the pull model. In order to get new content, a
subscriber must repeatedly poll the feed resource.
PubSubHubbub [Fitzpatrick et al. , 2010], a protocol designed at Google, in-
troduces so-called “hubs” to provide an update push service. These hubs fetch and
analyze feeds regularly or upon external trigger (ping). When an entry has been
published or updated, the hub notifies all subscribers with HTTP POST callbacks.
Hubs are identified by HTTP URLs, linked from a feed for discovery. In order
to receive notifications, a subscriber must register a feedback URL at the hub. Be-
cause HTTP requests between providers are entirely asynchronous, PubSubHubbub
resorts to shared secrets for verification of endpoints and hubs:
verify token is verified by the hub calling the subscriber callback URL to authen-
ticate the subscription request that passed that URL.
10eXtensible Resource Descriptor [Hammer-Lahav & Norris, 2010]
11Link-based Resource Descriptor Discovery [Hammer-Lahav, 2010]
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secret is a subscriber-specified HMAC digest input to authenticate incoming noti-
fications at the callback server.
Instead of asynchronous HTTP requests, buddycloud’s XMPP foundation pro-
vides a bidirectional session context with stable identifiers. Such identifiers are not
available with PubSubHubbub interaction. Identification of a subscriber that is
suitable for user interfaces (a short WebFinger identifier instead of a feed URL)
is deferred to a Salmon message containing an Activity Streams construct with a
follow verb.
Nevertheless, HTTP, as an asynchronous stateless protocol, has some practical
advantages over XMPP:
• Multiple transfers of bulk content can run in parallel.
• Malformed content and protocol violations affect only one or a small batch
of pipelined requests, no other ongoing connections. Such faults are fatal for
XMPP streams as the receiving party will immediately terminate the connec-
tion.
Salmon
Salmon [Panzer, 2011] is a messaging protocol, transmitting ATOM <entry/> ele-
ments through HTTP POST bodies. Quite similar to items of a node in the bud-
dycloud protocol design, these entries contain content and authorship information
and are extended by Activity Streams and threading extensions.
While any resource can link to a endpoint URL to receive upstream messages,
OStatus foresees two main use cases:
Message a user by discovering the endpoint URL in his/her associated LRDD doc-
ument.
Reply to an entry by referencing the Salmon endpoint as an ATOM <link
rel="salmon"/>.
In buddycloud, direct user messaging is left to the underlying XMPP transport,
which was designed for Instant Messaging in the first place. Replying does not need
discovery of endpoints; publishers directly post to the content location.
As in PubSubHubbub, Salmon HTTP requests do not include verifiable identity
information. The protocol approaches that problem by signing the ATOM payload
with public key cryptography. This content signature (or provenance in Salmon
terms) is to be verified against a public key to be found in the LRDD document
of the message’s author, who is in turn indicated in the ATOM entry’s <author/>
construct.
As dealing with cryptographic key material can be cumbersome for inexperienced
users, and because OStatus covers only server-server communication, computing,
signing and verifying happen on the service side.
It is questionable if Salmon provenance scales well for large preexisting instal-
lations, or our desired open interoperability gateways. Not only does verification
require a few (albeit cacheable) network lookups, public key cryptography involves
arithmetically expensive operations.
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Interoperability
For a protocol proxy we propose an XMPP component that on one side provides
any OStatus content over the buddycloud protocol, and on the other front translates
buddycloud for OStatus implementations, given that a domain’s /.well-known/-
host-meta XRD document points to the HTTP resources provided by that inter-
operability component.
XMPP components are traditionally used to translate legacy Instant Messaging
protocols. Their addressing liberty (discussed in section 4.2) allows namespace-
ing arbitrary usernames in the component domain’s Jabber-Id, such as an OSta-
tus user acct:user@example.com becoming xmpp:user%example.com@ostatus.-
buddycloud.com.
Masquerading other systems behind ordinarily addressable XMPP entities is ben-
eficial to keeping clients simple. Obstructed by browsers’ Same Origin Policy, scripts
may not access domains other than their own origin, and must hence stick to BOSH
(section 4.1.1) with the (domain’s local) XMPP server.
Subscription and notifications can be translated to the appropriate PubSubHub-
bub calls and vice versa. Some additional bookkeeping is necessary: HTTP URLs
for callbacks are cumbersome to translate to Jabber-Ids, and the authentication
secrets of PubSubHubbub must be stored.
Retrieving content and metadata is as simple as an HTTP request, OStatus con-
tent is backed by ATOM feeds. HTTP provides caching mechanisms at a whole-
resource level.
Messaging upstream requires the gateway to maintain cryptographic key material
for arbitrary XMPP users. As outlined before, this can be resource-intensive on the
OStatus side while the buddycloud protocol is effortless in that regard.
While equal content formats (ATOM and extensions) can keep translation over-
head small, care must be taken to translate referencing identifiers, such as WebFin-
ger users and feed URLs versus Jabber-Ids and node names. Incomplete translation
risks losing context in social networking conversations.
By omitting the scope of C2S communication, OStatus does not define protocols
for profile administration. This is not a requirement for interoperability because our
scheme brings content from a foreign system to the buddycloud system.
A huge problem for OStatus is lack of an access model. Follow messages are
passed via Salmon after a PubSubHubbub subscription, ruling out authentication
at that point in time. We therefore intend to offer only open buddycloud nodes to
the OStatus world.
4.6.2 OneSocialWeb
OneSocialWeb12, in development by Vodafone, approaches the domain of social
network services similar to buddycloud: implementation of S2S and C2S interac-
tion on top of the existing functionality provided by XMPP. The protocol makes
use of existing XMPP enhancements even further than buddycloud and uses the
Personal Eventing Protocol extension [Saint-Andre & Smith, 2010].
PEP specializes the XEP-0060 Publish-Subscribe extension away from hosting at
arbitrary XMPP entities towards server-provided services addressable by a user’s
12http://onesocialweb.org/
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Jabber-Id. We identified this approach less practical due to two critical reasons:
• Although being implemented in many XMPP servers today, a few very popular
installations (ie. Google Talk) do not support the extension.
• It is incompatible with the addressing scheme of components, which are the im-
plementation agnostic way to extend XMPP servers. The Personal Event-
ing Protocol must be implemented in servers and requires maintenance of
code along with them (as already discussed in section 4.2.1: XMPP Compo-
nent Flexibility).
Instead of directly accessing a user’s Publish-Subscribe service, buddycloud af-
fords for an extra service discovery step per domain. This additional round-trip is
outweighed by the flexibility of the component approach.
Access control in OneSocialWeb is performed by rules extending ATOM content
payload. This model is very fine-grained but renders translation to other protocols
difficult. Moreover, it can be expected to be more prone to user errors by accidentally
posting content to a broader audience than usually intended. buddycloud protects
and provides content according to per-node settings.
An important difference is the usage of an inbox; a concept that was deliber-
ately avoided for buddycloud. In OneSocialWeb, notifications to currently unavail-
able users are retained on the server, parallel to ordinary offline message stores
already implemented by XMPP servers. Consistent synchronization with updated
and deleted posts is not specified so far.
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5.1 Setup Prerequisites
As elaborated in chapter 4, buddycloud social network sites use XMPP infrastruc-
ture to provide many aspects of client-server and federated server-to-server commu-
nication. For an open service that should be easy to operate by educated computer
users, the extends of prerequisites and service setup afford discussion.
5.1.1 Required DNS Configuration
While comprehensive software packaging should permit easy installation of server-
side implementations in the future, DNS-based addressing of federated services in-
troduces domain names as a variable that tangents many aspects of a setup:
User Identities are Jabber-Ids that contain a fixed domain, for instance exam-
ple.com in user@example.com.
XMPP Server provides the local user domain and the ones of components to the
federated network, and resolves outgoing connections by DNS.
Service Components may run on any domain, that must be resolvable by DNS and
can be discovered through Service Discovery on a user’s domain as described
in section 4.5.1.
Web Hosting must provide static files, dynamic content, and a BOSH endpoint on
the same virtual host.
SSL Certificates are issued for domain names. They need to be configured in
XMPP and Web servers.
Domain ownership can be life-long, even when changing registrars [ICANN, 2008].
Due to the described difficulties with SRV records, many installations will rely
on their domain’s A record that has been setup before to facilitate e-mail or Web
hosting.
New operators must still add A records to DNS to ensure reachability of a service
component. A subdomain wildcard may be enough, because these records point
to the XMPP server, receiving server-to-server connections addressed to a service
component that is connected to it.
A software package’s installation process should prompt for the domain name as
the only configuration parameter to provide a turn-key hosting setup.
Because the authoritative DNS server is often not the same machine that is going
to host the social network service, the setup process could generate instructions for
the operator. We envision an accessory service for new operators to check proper
reachability of their setup.
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5.1.2 BOSH Endpoint Deployment
Setup of endpoints for the BOSH protocol discussed in section 4.1.1 (Bidirectional
Streams over Synchronous HTTP) calls for special caution. These resources are ac-
cessed by Web applications that run inside HTML documents. Because JavaScript
in browsers are subject to the Same Origin Policy [Ruderman, 2001], an XML-
HttpRequest1 can only interact with the same domain (over the same protocol,
on the same port) they are being served from. Therefore the BOSH endpoint must
be accessible on the same Web host the application is served from.
With JavaScript being mostly static source code, a Web server for a client ap-
plication serves arbitrary files and provides HTTP reverse proxying to the BOSH
service, which is mostly implemented in XMPP servers or even entirely separate
software.
The limitations of the Same Origin Policy are going to be removed in the
advent of Cross-Origin Resource Sharing [van Kesteren et al. , 2010]; an
extension already implemented in modern Web browsers. Still, compatibility with
older software is desired in the near future.
5.2 Service Component
After having discussed the most important aspects of an installation, implementation
of the Publish-Subscribe protocol by the service component will be elaborated.
5.2.1 Network Services as Proxies
The Publish-Subscribe service component interacts with the XMPP network in two
ways:
• It acts upon synchronous RPC-style requests.
• When successfully modifying data through operations, it notifies subscribers
asynchronously.
Other than XMPP interaction, performing input/output with a database is re-
quired to retain data persistently.
XMPP network
buddycloud service
Database system
Request Response
Query Result
Notifications
Figure 5.1: Proxy model of a buddycloud channel service
1XHR is the JavaScript API that facilitates AJAX-style interaction
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By restricting input/output to these two systems, with all operations triggered
by requests from the XMPP connection, the service becomes a proxy as shown in
figure 5.1.
Influenced by the Model-View-Controller pattern [Reenskaug, 1979], to be found
in user-interfacing applications, the proxy application separates concerns by three
tiers:
XMPP interface as view invokes the controller for each user request and formats
responses according to the implemented protocols.
Controller implements all operations, the core application logic, of the implemen-
tation. It is being invoked by the view, works on the model, and returns the
results back to the view.
Database backend as model provides an interface to retrieve and manipulate per-
sistent data.
5.2.2 Database Backend
The service reference implementation sports two database system adapters: Post-
greSQL and CouchDB. While both backends are implemented to support the
model entity relationships in figure 5.2, different approaches highlight the broad
applicability of our implementation.
• The CouchDB schema is drafted in a document-centric denormalized way
that allows developers to experiment with the schema quickly.
• The PostgreSQL schema is fully normalized, with hardcoded SQL queries
(instead of any abstraction layers) to achieve high throughput.
Node
Name
Config
Field
Value
Item
Id
XML
Subscription
User
State
Affiliation
User
Role
10..*
1
0..*
1 0..*
1
1..*
Figure 5.2: Service-side data model
An operation may depend on more than a single model entity. Sign-up, for ex-
ample, creates the set of default nodes, which are unrelated other than belonging
to the same user. Operations that are triggered by a single request must therefore
obtain a transaction context from the database adapter to interact with multiple
entities in a consistent, atomic, and isolated way.
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The standard SQL BEGIN/COMMIT/ROLLBACK mechanism is wrapped around such
a transaction context for PostgreSQL. CouchDB on the other hand does not
provide transactions on the server side. Instead, the interface uses Optimistic Con-
currency Control by retrying the client-side transaction if document serial numbers
were rejected by CouchDB’s bulk update interface. This is expected when isolation
cannot be guaranteed by the database, but retries must never occur unboundedly
for safety reasons. Also, because transactions can be retried, any side-effects must
be deferred until successful completion of the operation’s database interaction.
5.2.3 Controller
In the high-level architecture discussed in section 5.2.1 (Network Services as Prox-
ies), input/output subsystems (frontend and backend) are joined by the controller
module, responsible for the main application logic. Its request handlers implemented
for <iq/> calls can be parameterized by:
• Required affiliation of the requester;
• Transaction steps that modify the model data; and
• Optional notification hooks to call upon successful processing.
The previously elaborated proxy model is foremost concerned with interaction
between the application’s tiers. While leaving concrete software design to the par-
ticular developer, a control flow model (illustrated in figure 5.3) was conceived for
consistent interaction of the controller with the model layer:
1. The controller is invoked by the XMPP interface after successfully interpreting
a request, passing parameters:
• The type of request/operation to be called;
• Source Jabber-Id of the request; and
• Additional information for specific operations, such as a target node or
items to publish.
2. A transaction context for model calls must be obtained.
3. The operation-required affiliation is matched against node access model set-
tings and the actual user affiliation. The request can either continue or be
denied due to insufficient privileges. Because the database must be queried
for node settings, this check must already run in a transaction context.
4. Next, the actual in-transaction steps defined by the operation are performed.
Results from the database are passed along for responses and notifications.
5. If later notification is desired, the affected node’s list of subscribers must be
retrieved before finalizing the transaction context.
6. Depending on prerequisite checks and the operation steps, the backend trans-
action context is committed or rolled back. Side-effects are permitted only
from now on due to possible retries in Optimistic Concurrency Control, dis-
cussed in 5.2.2 (Database Backend).
7. Pass results back to the XMPP frontend for a network response.
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8. Optionally, if defined by the operation, a node’s subscribers are notified through
hooks to the XMPP interface.
XMPP frontend Database backend
In Transaction
Obtain transaction context
Check required affiliations
Operation-specific model interactions
Finalize transaction context
Retrieve subscribers list
Pass results for response
Invoke notification hooks
Notification
required
Notification
not required
OCC
Retry
Notification
required
Notification
not required
Invoked by request
Subscribers
Notification data
Operation results
Figure 5.3: Control flow of the service controller, dashed lines indicate data flow
Due to possible latency in the database connection and the presence of multi-
processor systems, pooling multiple backend connections is recommended to gain
performance. Implementers must pay attention to the in-order requirements of the
operations: requests from the same XMPP entity (by Jabber-Id) must never run in
concurrent transactions.
5.3 Web-based Client
A buddycloud user interface does not consist of only service-rendered data for static
display. Instead, client implementations should allow to interact with data quickly,
ie. by conducting asynchronous background communication instead of navigating
away from the currently displayed document. Implementations shall also cache con-
tent and metadata. Near real-time notifications provide for eventual consistency of
the distributed models without repeated polling, if network connectivity is available.
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5.3. WEB-BASED CLIENT
5.3.1 Client-Side Model
buddycloud client implementations must accommodate the federated nature of the
system. That means each domain of a remote user has an associated Publish-
Subscribe service, either locally or the buddycloud.com fallback, according to the
discovery mechanism elaborated in section 4.5.1.
Channel
User Jabber-Id
Service
Jabber-Id
Node
Name
Config
Field
Value
Item
Id
ATOM payload
Subscription
User
State
Affiliation
User
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0..*
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1
0..*
1 0..*
1
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1
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1 0..*
1
0..*
Figure 5.4: Client-side data model
Figure 5.4 illustrates the client-side data model partially similar to the service-
side: nodes aggregate items and have associated metadata (scalar configuration
settings and subscription/affiliation sets).
In clients the dichotomy of user accounts versus content nodes appears again:
while a viewing user is primarily interested of a user’s profile, its contents scatter in
Publish-Subscribe nodes according to their type. Both related model entities persist
as long as:
• The logged-in user is viewing contents of another user; and
• His/her identity is subscribed to or shares an affiliation with one of the nodes.
Additionally, nodes are not only associated to a remote user, but are always
related to a Publish-Subscribe service component, which presents the endpoint for
any operation on that node.
XEP-0060 specifies requests to retrieve all node subscriptions and affiliations on
a specific service. While these provide references to nodes relevant to the logged-in
user, they do not cater for a user identity-centered model of clients.
5.3.2 In-Browser Caching
For controlled client-side caching there are two traditional technologies that are not
suited for our use case:
• HTTP already caches documents on a per-resource level along with expira-
tion timeouts and revision matching (ETag). The proposed BOSH protocol
uses HTTP as a mere envelope for highly interactive XMPP communication,
rendering the underlying caching mechanisms unusable.
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• HTTP Cookies are infamous for client-side storage. They are key-value pairs
rather limited in size, and all requests to a host include them upstream; both
determining reasons against use of Cookies for caching.
Web Storage [Hickson, 2011] as an HTML5-related technology fits the niche:
in-browser script read from and write to the provided key-value store without im-
plicit effects on network protocols. The API grants buddycloud client implemen-
tations persistency for own data caching, unique on a Web server hostname basis.
Web Storage is already available in many modern browsers2.
As client-side storage is going to be limited3, implementations that use the feature
should deal with partial or full data loss gracefully.
5.3.3 Synchronization
As any distributed system, the devised federated service is prone to network parti-
tions: connections between servers can become unavailable at times, and much more
often clients will disconnect. As the conversation model of buddycloud is persistent,
users expect historical content to show up when their clients log in again. With a
special focus on consistency, implementations can catch up on a per-node basis:
1. When disconnected, the last-received notification per node is known through
the state of the in-client cache.
2. When logging back in, a client first broadcasts presence information so that
services can track it for future notifications.
3. The implementation performs the following steps first for the user’s subscrip-
tions node to refresh the state of subscribed nodes, then for each of these
nodes:
a) The implementation is now aware of the missing set (“history hole”)
between the last-received notification and the time it sent presence.
b) That hole is being narrowed by requesting items of a node, as described
in section 4.5.3 (Browsing), along with the RSM pagination scheme of
section 4.5.2 (Partial Data Transfer).
c) If the connection is terminated during synchronization, an implementa-
tion should retain information about the remaining hole for synchroniza-
tion upon next login.
d) The synchronization is concluded by either reaching the item of the last-
received notification, or until no newer items are responded with, depend-
ing on the pagination direction.
2http://caniuse.com/namevalue-storage
3The Web Storage specification recommends 5 MB per origin.
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6 Evaluation
6.1 Suitability of XMPP
For the requirements of client-server and federated server-to-server communication,
XMPP delivers full end-to-end reachability. The architectures of established cen-
tralized and even the compared federated systems show that this functionality is
not essential to social network use cases. buddycloud users interact with persistent
content at service providers. End-to-end reachability can become a later option for
real-time interaction, given that both participating entities are signed in at that
time.
Originally designed as an Instant Messaging system, the XMPP protocol is con-
fined to two types of communication in our design:
• RPC-style interaction between entities; and
• Notifications to all client instances of a user, tracked by presence.
While Remote Procedure Calls are a paradigm offered by many widespread sys-
tems, notifications afford for publish-subscribe infrastructure. Systems with an in-
box model handle this aspect on the service side and provide recent data to clients
with custom HTTP APIs, often employing the long-polling technique as discussed
in section 3.1.1 (Real-time Web).
Regarding not only topology but actual connections, the same holds true for
XMPP: a server queues and routes stanzas to connected clients, with only limited
information about the nature of the traffic. Also, the BOSH technology uses long-
lived HTTP requests as well.
Still, XMPP offers a whole stack of features to client-server communication: user
identity, authentication, transport encryption, and the ability of using multiple
clients per user.
For federated server-to-server interaction, the here-discussed concept relies exclu-
sively on the existing capabilities of the XMPP network. The HTTP-based OStatus
demonstrates that inter-server interaction can be implemented with client-server
Web technologies on top of a much more widely-known software stack. But con-
trary to the built-in identity features of XMPP, OStatus authenticates requests with
callbacks and public key cryptography. XMPP S2S verification (Dialback) uses call-
back connections as well, but only once for a long-lived connection that transports
many stanzas.
6.1.1 Binary Data
A particularly weak spot of XMPP and XML in general is transportation of binary
data. To avoid ambiguity with XML syntax and collision with the used character
set, it is often transported in Base64 encoding, increasing the size of transferred
data by one third.
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As social network services need to deal with media that is precompressed and
represented in binary form (imagery, audio, video), these auxiliary contents should
be transported out of band, ie. via HTTP.
Especially for Web clients display of pictures via HTTP URLs is as trivial as
including an <img> tag. Unfortunately, such an approach confronts users with a
Cross-Site Request Forgery vulnerability.
Users should also be allowed to publish media, confronting a system design with
additional problems:
• Sending bulk data from browsers asynchronously requires the AJAX technol-
ogy which is in turn subject to the Same Origin Policy. Setup of a Web
service for media publishing needs equal care as the BOSH endpoint discussed
in section 5.1.2 (BOSH Endpoint Deployment).
• Out of band interaction requires cooperation with the technically unrelated
XMPP session to authenticate the request, and circumvents any safety mech-
anisms implemented by the XMPP server, such as throughput throttling.
6.2 Suitability of Publish-Subscribe
We classified content distribution in the devised system to adhere to the publish-
subscribe pattern (section 3.1.3: Content Distribution as a Publish-Subscribe Sys-
tem). The XMPP Publish-Subscribe enhancement was designed for exactly that
paradigm, an appropriate fit for our requirements.
The extension protocol specifies notifications and RPC interaction as required.
Moreover, it defines access control and affiliation models that match our model
to certain extends. Only one subtle change to the affiliation roles was necessary
(section 4.3.1: Affiliations).
The Publish-Subscribe enhancement allows further flexibility by optional configu-
ration of many state-modifying operations through submission of Data Forms. Once
this generic data representation format is widely implemented in clients, services can
begin offering much more configuration options to users.
Exclusive usage of XML in XMPP is beneficial to extensibility, but practically for-
bids inclusion of binary data due to high overhead as previously discussed. Publish-
Subscribe items are always XML fragments. When users share just a picture, imple-
mentations generate an ATOM entry with a corresponding Activity Streams con-
struct, as elaborated in section 4.4.3 (Activity Stream Semantics), and a link for out
of band retrieval of media data.
6.2.1 Inboxes
The proposed synchronization mechanism requires a client to fetch data from each
node and service individually, as illustrated by figure 6.1. It is worth noting that im-
plementations are indeed interested in that content to populate their content caches.
But because nodes are always associated to users along with their Jabber-Id iden-
tity, the hosting service component must be discovered as described in section 4.5.1
(Local Component Discovery) for each unique domain of subscribed users. While
this information can and should be cached for a certain amount of time, it is likely
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outdated once a client signs back in. The steps required for discovery make up for a
significant amount of network round-trips before being able to actually request data
for synchronization.
Even if synchronization was designed on a per-service basis instead of dealing
with each node individually, the amount of component service discovery round-trips
would be equal.
Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5
channels.example.com content.example.org channels.buddycloud.com
user@example.com
Server network
Residential or
mobile connections
Figure 6.1: Synchronization parties with direct reachability but no inbox
The client synchronization problem led to reinvestigation of the inbox model.
An inbox is an additional local service operators install, similar to the content-
hosting service component of our design. Albeit it communicates with the latter,
it has different functionality and can therefore be implemented and deployed sepa-
rately.
The task of the inbox service is making synchronization more efficient by aggre-
gating all notifications from content services for a user into a set of items with a
total order. Contrary to per-node pagination, a client can now request history from
a single source, as shown in figure 6.2.
Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5
channels.example.com content.example.org channels.buddycloud.com
inbox.example.com
user@example.com
Server network
Residential or
mobile connections
Figure 6.2: Synchronization with an inbox
A reduction of parties to communicate with is anticipated to avoid a huge share
of client traffic. Only one service, the inbox itself, has to be discovered, with the
option of caching this address for a much longer timespan. One inbox service for the
local domain is expected to retain its Jabber-Id over time with a higher probability
than multiple remote services.
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6.3. ANONYMOUS BROWSING
As not only clients are affected by network partitions, the inbox service must
track availability of content services with subscribed nodes and synchronize on its
own after reconnecting.
6.2.2 Privacy Considerations
Users may feel concerned about incoming data stored at their service provider. In
our model, and XMPP in general, all in-band client traffic is already routed through
the central XMPP server. Regarding privacy aspects, adding an inbox service does
no more than retaining already accessible data in persistent storage.
Inboxes as central notification hubs, or as specialized publish-subscribe services
as well, remove the need for presence tracking by the many exterior services a user
is subscribed to. An always-online inbox service will now be eligible to receive
notifications and relay them to clients. This is even beneficial in terms of privacy
regarding user availability information.
6.2.3 Message Archive Management
The Result Set Management scheme discussed in section 4.5.2 (Partial Data Trans-
fer) uses opaque identifiers instead of page numbers. In order to request the next
result set, an application must send offset information from the last response. Such
behaviour implies waiting for the discussed network round-trips.
With historical content residing on a single synchronizeable service in the network,
synchronization can be optimized further. It is envisioned to replace RSM pagina-
tion synchronization by a one-shot request that causes an inbox service to resend
all notifications of a stated timespan. Such functionality has so far been drafted as
a new XMPP enhancement proposal, Message Archive Management [Wild, 2010].
This protocol in combination with a local inbox service will finally decrease syn-
chronization communication of clients down to one round-trip after a establishing
an XMPP user session.
6.3 Anonymous Browsing
Some services require a user session context even for read-only access, rendering
sign-up mandatory. We recognize this behaviour as a drawback for new users who
just want to browse before submitting their e-mail addresses and (often reused)
passwords to the operator. Attractivity of a service, and therefore the probability
of user sign-up, is judged by the content visible on a first visit.
Read-only viewing should only be possible for content with an open access model.
Authenticating users with SASL, XMPP servers can provide guest access with the
SASL ANONYMOUS mechanism [Zeilenga, 2006]. Apart from differences in the
login process (no password), temporary anonymous users are subject to the same
traffic as ordinary users with persistent accounts. They can subscribe to remote
content and post where allowed.
Permanent state, either in metadata or content data, modified by temporary
guests is highly undesired. An XMPP server would have to filter or track all op-
erations to deny them immediately or undo all changes upon client sign-out, ie.
unsubscribing from subscribed nodes.
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Because modification of XMPP servers is not reusable as elaborated in section 4.2.1,
an additional interface should be designed. Full usage of XMPP or even the Publish-
Subscribe enhancement may not be necessary as just the read-only subset of opera-
tions is required for the discussed scenario.
6.4 Future Work
With the content-hosting component tuned to the reusable Publish-Subscribe pro-
tocol, the very core of the federated buddycloud system is established and imple-
mented. In the future, optimizations such as the inbox model are going to be
explored.
One discussed aspect of social network services that is difficult in a federated
environment is search, and more general data mining. buddycloud is fortunate
to have received sponsorship of a Google Summer of Code project to build
a crawler and search engine for federated XMPP/Publish-Subscribe content; just
what Google themselves do for the World-Wide Web.
Systems with federated topologies attract only experts who understand their im-
portance for the Internet. Ordinary users are going to sign up predominantly if there
are unique features they cannot find on previously used services. It is therefore very
important to innovate beyond established paradigms of today’s applications.
Originally, buddycloud was designed with a strong focus on geolocation and shar-
ing thereof. Today, use of location information is well beyond innovation, witnessed
by the advent of services like Plazes, Gowalla, Foursquare and Latitude.
Most visible innovation is likely to happen in user interfaces. It is therefore most
interesting what frontend developers are going to create on top of the buddycloud
social network model.
As switching from one to another incompatible service literally means losing
friends, interoperability even with centralized services can be highly beneficial to
users. It could be avoided to have to switch client applications to interact with a
certain circle of friends, and many aspects of social network services could be rep-
resented in a single user interface. The interoperability scheme using components
(section 4.6.1) can be used to extend buddycloud with content from many external
services, even if it requires per-gateway sign-up with specific credentials for closed
systems.
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